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www.southerncaliforniaspineinstitute.com

The Southern California Spine Institute
(SCSI) offers a comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach to the diagnosis and
treatment of spine problems. Conservative,
non-surgical management is emphasized with
the latest in minimally-invasive techniques.
Major spinal reconstructive surgery is also
offered. Every patient is treated as if they
were a family member.

Ian Armstrong, M.D.
Medical Director
Neurosurgical Spine Specialist

COMPREHENSIVE SPINE CARE
SPINAL CARE SERVICES
• Surgical spine evaluation
• Comprehensive physical medicine/rehabilitation evaluation
• Functional capacity evaluation
• Electro-diagnostic testing
• Work capacity evaluation and job analysis

k Road

SURGICAL EXPERTISE
• Spine stabilization/fusion/instrumentation
• Microsurgery
• Percutaneous laser disc decompression
• Minimally-invasive techniques for back pain relief
• Complex spine reconstruction
• Spinal cord tumors
• Artificial disk surgery
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WESTLAKE VILLAGE
415 Rolling Oaks Drive
Suite 210
Thousand Oaks, CA 91361
805.496.1717

EDUCATION
MEDICAL MENTORS— through one-on-one mentoring, SCSI
strives to lead, inspire and direct the next generation of those
called to medical service. http://www.scsimedicalmentors.com
Dr. Armstrong has appeared on CBS’ The Doctors Show (http://thedoctorstv.com)
In this nationally-syndicated show, Dr. Armstrong has demonstrated the following:
The XLIF: a new minimally-invasive technique that
targets back pain

A DDI T ION A L S O U T H E R N C A L I F OR N I A L O C AT ION S

Live surgery which shows a new way to correct neck
pain that involves adult stem cell technology

CULVER CITY
3831 Hughes Ave, Suite 105
Culver City, CA 90232
310.557.0741

To view the Doctors Show segments with Dr. Armstrong, go to:
http://thedoctorstv.com/main/home_page?init_type=Feature&init_id=230
http://thedoctorstv.com/main/home_page?init_type=Feature&init_id=231
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BAKERSFIELD
8701 Camino Medea, Suite C,
Bakersfield, CA 93311
661.665.2070
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Sponsored by:

2200 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd., Thousand Oaks, CA (Next to Civic Arts Plaza)
818.637.8924

shoplakes.com

The Lakes at Thousand Oaks

@ShopLakes

FARMERS MARKET
FRUIT AND
VEGGIE VALET

Nate ’n Al will store
your purchases in their refrigerator
while you shop and dine.

Make sure
to visit
these great
organic
farmers:

ZUMBA
FITNESS
CLASS

Enjoy a complimentary Zumba
fitness class taught by Rick Logan
from 9:30 - 10:30am.

PROGRAMS
AFTER SCHOOL

Programs After
School is hosting complimentary
art classes from 10am - 1pm.

Eufloria Flowers
Fresh Cut Roses

Finley Farms
Vegetables and Strawberries

McGrath Farm
Vegetables, Fruit, Field Flowers

Ace Ranch Avocados
ANJIN II Fish

Hayground Organic Gardening
Organic Seedlings,
Fruit and Vegetables Plants

Munak Ranch
Melons and Vegetables

Etheridge Farm
Stone Fruit and Citrus

Liquid Landscapes
Orchids and Tropical Plants

Santa Barbara Pistachios
Shepherd Farm Eggs and Citrus

Tom Shepherd-Shepherd
Salad, Vegetables,
Strawberries and Dry Beans
Spring Hill Cheese
Partial listing of vendors.
Vendors subject to change.

Aero Bang,
Skeleton Chronograph
in 18K Red Gold,
Rubber and Alligator.

Hublot TV on: www.hublot.com

Video Biographies are what we do,
and the focus is always on you.

Your video biography in your own words – for generations to come.
I think ultimately it’s about preserving the Living Legacy of the
people who gave us so much and helped shape our lives. Family
photos and family trees are important but nothing comes close to
a candid and in-depth Q&A about life, love and family. Can you
imagine the impact that a Video Biography of this nature will have
on you and your future generations? Out of all the thoughtful gifts
we give one another over the course of a life time, a Living Legacy
Biography not only acknowledges and thanks that special person
but also insures that they will never be forgotten.
My name is Eric Evans and I am a professional Biographer. I am
passionate about capturing the essence of the person in front of me.
My staff and I are committed to making you and your loved ones feel
welcomed and at ease during this most special occasion. I invite
you to visit our web site or give us a call for more information.
— Eric Evans, Biographer

“ I did it because I had things
I needed to say to my daughters.
I wanted to go on record and
let them know how much I love
them and what they mean
to me. I wanted this moment
to be forever.”
— Steve Eastin
“ My mother came out of there
with a new found clarity on her
life, it changed her. My sister and
I got the most incredible video
of our mother. Thank you Eric for
capturing our mother In a way
we had never seen before.”
— Alan Arakalian

All Living Legacy Biographies are filmed at A’muse Studios
The Water Court, 890 Hampshire Rd, Suite V, Westlake Village, CA 91361
805-279-2927 by appointment | www.llbios.com

Personal Cinemas
Media Rooms
Audio Systems
Outdoor A/V Systems
Home & Lighting Control
Digital Media Management
Since 1954, Wilshire Home
Entertainment has been committed
to offering our customers the finest
audio, video, control and lighting
technology, combined with
exceptional customer service.
We strive to exceed each customer’s
high expectations with a sincere
commitment to make your home
entertainment experience nothing
short of extraordinary.
Whether you dream of a complete
home theater or a flat screen
television, at Wilshire Home
Entertainment we make it all blend
perfectly with your home into a single
solution that’s uniquely yours.
For more information or to schedule
a personal consultation, call
866.685.0956.
To discover more, visit our showroom
or www.WilshireHE.com

Design • Sales • Installation
Service & Support • Since 1954
1412 N. Moorpark Road
Thousand Oaks, CA
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Strengthening Lives
for Purpose, Service, and Leadership

Pepperdine University is a Christian university committed to the highest
standards of academic excellence and Christian values, where students
are strengthened for lives of purpose, service, and leadership.
Malibu | West Los Angeles | Westlake Village | Irvine | Encino | Silicon Valley | Washington, D.C.

a higher calling
www.pepperdine.edu/calling
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• Finest Traditional British Faire - Roast Beef
& Yorkshire Pudding Included
• Full Bar with 17 draughts on tap, Happy hour
Monday through Saturday 2 p.m.- 7 p.m.
• Best Fish ‘n Chips on special every Monday lunch ($7)
• Live EPL Games, Champion Leagues & Internationals
• English Premier League
• International Rugby (select matches)
Watch the latest “LIVE” events from around the world on one of
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CoolSculpting® is a registered trademark of ZELTIQ Aesthetics, Inc.

The cool, non-invasive answer to a sculpted body.

chill the fat.

Introducing CoolSculpting®. It’s a new, non-invasive way to gently and effectively
reduce stubborn fat in specific problem areas of your body. CoolSculpting uses
advanced cooling to selectively “chill away” the fat that creates love handles, muffin
tops, bra bulge and tummy pooch. You’ll see a 20% reduction of fat in the treated area
after just one visit, on average. Call us today for a free consultation: 805-497-9400.
CoolSculpting is available exclusively at Remedy in the Conejo Valley.

Learn more about CoolSculpting by scanning this QR code with your smartphone >

Visit us at: www.remedyskinandbody.com

Talia Emery, M.D.

3723 thousand oaks blvd, westlake village, ca 91362 | 805.497.9400 | www.remedyskinandbody.com

Editor’sletter
The newly-wed Duke and Duchess of Cambridge (William and Catherine)
came, we saw them, and they conquered us with their human decency (Pg 44).
Their lack of affectations and their genuine sincerity resonated deeply with
Californians who are less into pomp and circumstance - and more into ‘show
us what you’re made of ’. Catherine had an immediately welcome impact on the
U.S. fashion industry: Within 24 hours of being seen, the Diane von Furstenberg
dress she wore in our cover picture was sold out. But exterior appearances aside,
William and Catherine showed us the core of who they are. Like his mother,
Princess Diana, Prince William seems to understand only too well that having
a privileged title means that he has an opportunity and a duty to constructively
make this world a better place. With a strong, supportive partner in Catherine, the
royal couple is building bridges on the international stage.
If you thought that Michael Phelps’s record-breaking 8 gold medals in the 2008 Beijing Olympics rocked
- start booking your flights and accommodation for the 2012 London Olympics - and here’s why: After a selfconfessed vacation from swimming following his 2008 Olympic success, Phelps’ enthusiasm to come back with
renewed determination has been accentuated by the re-entry of Australia’s Ian Thorpe (‘Thorpedo’) onto the
world’s swimming podium. Read about these two great rivals on Pg 12.
Our weather in September and October will insure that beachgoers make the most of our natural resources.
The stories behind the Malibu Peace Paddle (Pg 30) and Jamie Mitchell’s prowess (Pg 36) in claiming his 10th
consecutive World Paddleboard title by crossing the 32-mile stretch of the Molokai Channel in Hawaii - are
essentially about our respect for the ocean - which is so much mightier than us. Long may that respect last.
We have some gorgeous properties available for sale (Pages 20,28,64 & 70) and since this is a really good time
to purchase real estate, we hope you’ll find these homes enticing. Our financial advisors give us sound advice on
how to prepare for the future...and in case you’re planning to head to the 2012 London Olympics, we’ve provided
you with a beautiful tour of England and Ireland (Pg 94).
Enjoy the last days of summer.

Diana Lyle

Polo players in Santa Barbara on July 9th: Wesley Ru, Marc Ganzi, Scott Devon, Prince William, Santi Trotz, Andy Busch, Glen Holden lll, Pat Nesbitt, Nick Roldan
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PortraitsofOlympicChampions

TWO
SWIMMING
SENSATIONS
MICHAEL PHELPS AND
IAN ‘THORPEDO’ THORPE
By

Diana

Lyle

Michael Phelps

I

f you thought that Michael Phelps’s record-breaking 8 gold medals
in the 2008 Beijing Olympics rocked - start booking your flights and
accommodation for the 2012 London Olympics - and here’s why: After
a self-confessed vacation from swimming following his 2008 Olympic

success, Phelps’ enthusiasm to come back with renewed determination has
been accentuated by the re-entry of Australia’s Ian Thorpe onto the world’s
swimming podium. Thorpe, whose apt nickname is ‘Thorpedo’, hit the wall in

his swimming career back in 2006 and delivered the shocking news that he was
retiring from the sport. The news was particularly disappointing in light of the
fact that he had recently beaten Phelps in the 200meter freestyle - in the Athens
2004 Olympic final - which was dubbed ‘the race of the century’.
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Ian Thorpe in Athens 2004

Phelps then went on to capture the world record at the 2007
world titles in Melbourne. Phelps’ recent response to Thorpe’s
re-entry into professional swimming was all in the spirit of great
sportsmanship.
He said, “I love it that Thorpe is back. He and I have only raced
once in the 200meter freestyle, so for me to have the opportunity
(to race against him again) is something I was constantly looking
forward to after 2004. He’s someone who’s super talented and he’s
found the hunger to want to come back and it’s going to be good
for the sport.”
Phelps understands that tipping point in swimming only too well.
After he established himself at the 2008 Beijing Olympics as the
greatest racer of all time - beating Mark Spitz’s long-held record of 7
gold medals at any one Olympics - he returned to the US and escaped
onto the golf course. He confesses candidly, “I felt like you had to
twist my arm to go to the pool. I was kicking and screaming, not
wanting to go. Now..I am actually in a good mood going to the pool
and you can have a conversation with me before 8 a.m. My attitude
has changed. I realize that if I want to accomplish my goals I have to
do the work. I know the rewards you get for going through the things
you don’t want to do are pretty good.” Phelps’ renewed commitment
came after a crushing loss in April this year at the Michigan Grand
16 Westlake Malibu Lifestyle SEPTEMBER 2011 • www.wmlifestyle.com

Prix where he lost - for the first time in 9 years - his signature 200m
butterfly event. He said afterwards: “As you guys know, I can’t stand
to lose. There are always things I want to accomplish and one of the
things I wanted to hold was not losing the 200 meter butterfly for the
rest of my career.” Up until then Phelps’ natural talent had seen him
through pretty effortlessly. With minimal training in 2010 he was
still ranked No. 1 in the 100m butterfly, No. 2 in the 100m freestyle,
200m butterfly and 200m individual medley. 2011 has been a reality
check year for Phelps and his renewed commitment is paying off. At
the recent Canada Cup in Montreal, he set the fastest 100m butterfly
time of the year and his trainer, Bob Bowman, revealed that Phelps
had done his best training of the year the day before. Bowman refers
to it as the re-emergence of the ‘Motivation Machine’. Nowhere is that
more necessary than in the sport of swimming.
THE ANATOMY OF A WORLD-CLASS SWIMMER: MICHAEL PHELPS
UA remarkably long torso. It’s like the hull of a boat. It allows him to
ride high on the water with minimum drag or resistance
URelatively shorter legs with double-jointed knees and pliable ankles
attached to size 14 feet, help him undulate like a dolphin. Rubber
band flexibility in his ankles, knees, elbows and shoulder joints

PortraitsofOlympicChampions
ULong arms and a wing span that is 3 inches longer than his
6-4 height
UFlexible shoulders and elbows that allow for powerful, rhythmic,
extended reaches in strokes
UMental grit: Nothing is on his mind while swimming except getting
his hand on the wall before the other swimmers do. The biological
advantages have to come with the mental toughness
USingle-mindedness: That ability to shut out the great expectations
and the supercharged Olympic atmosphere...and to climb out of the
pool each time with an eye only on what’s next. This is incredible
when you consider that Phelps was diagnosed with ‘attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder’ (ADHD) as a child. He once said, “I can
focus completely if I don’t want to lose.”
UMark Spitz (who won 7 record-holding gold medals) described
Phelps like this after his 8 gold medals in the 2008 Olympics: “Not
only is this guy (Phelps) the greatest swimmer of all time and the
greatest Olympian of all time, he’s maybe the greatest athlete of all
time. He’s the greatest racer who ever walked the planet.”
IAN THORPE AKA ‘THORPEDO’
USame body composition as Phelps: Extra long torso and arms.
Built like a dolphin

UElite athlete muscle to fat ratio: Just 3 months after Thorpe came
out of retirement in February this year, his percentage of fat was 10.7
- which is ideal. According to trainer, Gennadi Tourestski, he’s almost
back to the same weight he was at the 2004 Olympics
UExceptional physical and mental power
UThorpe will be 29 at the 2012 London Olympics. Phelps will be 27.
This is a favorable age because of strength and mental toughness. An
18-year-old doesn’t have the same attributes
UIn his illustrious swimming career, Thorpe has broken 22 world
records and is Australia’s greatest Olympian.
UIn Japan 2001, he won the most gold medals ever at a single World
Championship and 4 of the 6 gold medals were in world record times.
UTrainer Gennadi Tourestski says, “His preparation is going to
be a little different. His ability to accelerate must be improved.
His technique on the start needs to be completely different from
his natural abilities. He can do it. I am working with him like a
sculptor. I have a very clear image of him and I can see him doing it.
He has enough physical and mental power to compete.”

Start the less-than-12-month countdown to what is promising to be a
sensational 2012 Summer Olympics. On your marks, get set....go!
Michael Phelps

“I LOVE IT THAT THORPE IS BACK. HE AND I HAVE ONLY RACED ONCE
IN THE 200METER FREESTYLE, SO FOR ME TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY
(TO RACE AGAINST HIM AGAIN) IS SOMETHING I WAS CONSTANTLY
LOOKING FORWARD TO AFTER 2004. HE’S SOMEONE WHO’S SUPER
TALENTED AND HE’S FOUND THE HUNGER TO WANT TO COME BACK AND
IT’S GOING TO BE GOOD FOR THE SPORT—MICHAEL PHELPS.”
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Scenearound

2011 Day of Health & Wellbeing
Photography by Tom Neerken
The Heart Foundation held its 2nd annual Day of Health & Wellbeing on July 10th at the California Health & Longevity Institute at Four
Seasons Hotel Westlake Village. Participants attended sessions on fitness, women and heart disease, imaging and its role in the fight
against disease, life balance, guided imagery and healthy cooking. Keynote speaker world-renowned cardiologist Dr. P.K. Shah (Director
of Cardiology at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center) shared information on heart health, his current research, and the heart disease vaccine
developed by him and his colleagues. www.theheartfoundation.org

Dr. P.K. Shah & Mike Brazeal lead Energy Walk Participants

Dr. Daniel Berman

Tony Loren, Mark Litman, Dr. P.K. Shah, John Farina, Lisa Sapiro

Steve Weber, David Purkey,
Mark Sapiro, Aaron Sapiro

Erika Wong & John Maroney serving one
of the dishes made in the Wellness Kitchen
Healthy Cooking Demo
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Mark Litman, Dr. Chrisandra Shufelt, Dr. P.K. Shah

Paul Mohilef, Frank Mancuso, Dr. P.K. Shah, Diane
Mohilef, Kimberly Shah, Nisha Shah, Aiden Lloyd

Are you ready...

for a little lift?

Now at Bella Skin Institute

With Ultherapy,®there is now an opportunity
to face up to gravity without surgery!
Not an injection...not a laser...
the FDA-cleared Ulthera®System uses
ultrasound technology to first visualize,
then treat the skin’s deep support
structures. This gradually strengthens
the skin from within to create just the
natural lift and toning you’d like!

How is this procedure different than other cosmetic procedures?
Ultherapy is the only nonsurgical skin rejuvenation procedure that can specifically target
and strengthen the deep foundational layer of tissue that doctors address in surgery.
The ability to treat not just the skin but its underlying support, from the inside out, helps
to ensure both safe and satisfying results, with no downtime.
No Downtime - Immediate Results
Ultherapy requires no special recuperation or preparation and typically only takes one
treatment for improvement. Patients enjoy some initial effect immediately following the
procedure, but the ultimate lifting will take place over 2-3 months, as tired collagen is
rejuvenated and supplemented with new, stronger collagen. There isn’t a replacement for
the dramatic effects of surgery, but Ultherapy offers an approach to improving lax skin.
Are You a Good Candidate for Ultherapy?
A good candidate for Ultherapy is someone with skin that has relaxed to the point of
looking less firm. Sagging skin on the jaws and/or eyelids is often the first sign of aging
skin. While it is not replacement for surgery, Ultherapy has proven to be an inviting
alternative for those who are not ready for surgery.

23622 Calabasas Parkway, Suite 339

Chatroom
THERE’S A MASS OF
PEOPLE WHO HAVE
FICTITIOUS USERNAMES AND THEY
APPEAR TO POST
COMMENTS WITH
UNRESTRAINED
AGGRESSION BECAUSE
OF THE SAFETY OF
THEIR NAMELESSNESS.

MARK ZUCKERBERG ILLUSTRATION BY CHARIS TSEVIS

Cyber Safety

W

e all know Mark
Zuckerberg as the
internationallyfamous cofounder of the
social networking
site, Facebook. The vastly entrepreneurial
Zuckerberg was named Time magazine’s
‘Person of the Year’ in 2010 - not
surprisingly when one considers the
impact that social networking has had
on the world. While most people would
agree that the advent of technology that
promotes easy interaction between people
across the world - is advantageous - we’ve
also become acutely aware of the dangers
of irresponsible cyber usage. Tragedies
like the recent death of Megan Meier,
who hanged herself because of cyberbullying, cannot be under-estimated.

The laws in the U.S. are changing as this
new phenomenon called ‘cyber-bullying’
rears its ugly head. Just a few weeks
ago, a federal appeals court upheld the
suspension of a West Virginia student
who created a ‘hate’ web page - designed
to humiliate a fellow student at her school.
Fellow students joined the instigator and
proceeded to post comments and photos
on the web page. Judge Paul V. Niemeyer
took a firm stand by saying, “Harassment
and bullying is inappropriate and hurtful,
and it must be taken seriously by school
administrators.”
But what about cyber-bullying where
people hide behind their anonymity?
There’s a mass of people who have
fictitious usernames and they appear
to post comments with unrestrained
aggression because of the safety of their
namelessness. It’s that form of cowardice
that has caught Mark Zuckerberg’s
sister - Randi Zuckerberg’s attention. As
Facebook’s Marketing Director, Randi
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believes that if we put a stop to anonymous
postings online - we will begin to tackle
a hugely problematic area. It is her firm
belief that people will think twice about
doing something - if they are required to
have their name attached to their actions.
Facebook requires all members to use
their real names and email addresses
when joining the social network - a policy
that has been difficult to enforce as the
prevalence of spam accounts or profiles
with people’s pets - suggest.
At a recent panel discussion on social
media entitled “Perils and Possibilities
of Living in a Social Media-Saturated
World”, hosted by Marie Claire magazine,
Randi Zuckerberg said, “I think
anonymity on the Internet has to go away.
People behave a lot better when they have
their real names down.” Chelsea Clinton,
who is a Board Member of ‘Common
Sense Media’, was also one of the speakers
in a conversation that covered many of the
key quagmires of a high-tech life: Privacy,
Online Reputation, Cyber-bullying and
other digital risks. Erin Andrews kicked
off the discussion with an emotional
account of her recent ‘stalker’ experience
where someone posted a peephole video
of her on the Web.
There’s a dizzying array of concerns
that accompany our high-tech lifestyles
and parents and law-makers are going to
have to be extra vigilant....particularly in
light of the fact that there will always be
a small section of society whose deeds
are destructive, and the Internet is just
another convenient, abusive avenue for
their nefarious proclivities.
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Garden and Home Decor
818.991.0441

HOOT N’ ANNY HOME
www.hootnannyhome.com
818.575.9011

KARMA HOME ACCENTS
www.karmahomeaccents.info
818.706.0715

R.F SHAW
Custom Reupholstey & Fabrics
818.889.7770

MEADOW GARDENS
www.meadowgardensdecoration.com
818.879.9555

www.alamaisonwlv.com
818.338.3301

VINTAGE VILLA HOME COLLECTION
www.vintagevillahomecollection.com
818.889.8647

A.E. RUGS
Importer of fine handknotted rugs
818.889.7847

HEATHER FIELDS HOME AND GARDEN

OAKS FLORIST
www.oaksflorist.net
818.991.5444
TESOROS
Interiors & Drapery
818.865.1184
ASIAN FURNISHINGS
www.myasianfurnishings.com
818.865.8265
B.P CUSTOM FINISHING
Master Finishing Artisan
818.889.4945

à la Maison

BPL DESIGN GROUP
interior design group
818.597.3202
PACIFIC RIM HOME
www.pacificrimhome.com
818.338.3386

RAFFIA GIFTS & BABY BOUTIQUE
www.rafiagiftstore.com
818.706.1191
NITE NITE MOON
childrens gifts & more
818.889.2820
MERRITTS UNIQUE
FURNISHINGS
www.merrittsunique.com
818.874.9000
THE SHOWROOM
Designer Furniture Consignment
805.914.8869
THE DRAPERY GUY
www.TheDraperyGuy.com
818.707.8500
THE SOFA GUY
www.thesofaguy.com
818.991.0802
HOLISTIC HAVEN
www.holistichaven.org
818.865.1900
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1105 Waterwheel, Westlake Village

P

Prominently situated at the end of a cul-de-sac on a prime
view lot sits this stunning single-level home in the premier gated
community of Hidden Valley Estates.
Boasting unsurpassed quality and design amenities throughout
and featuring four spacious in-room suites, an office or study, 4.5
baths with approximately 4972 square feet of luxury living space .
The ultimate of privacy on this estate lot of 3 plus acres with
amazing grounds. Stone and stone-accented walkways, pool, spa,
waterfall and fountain. An
outdoor-covered loggia, a
central courtyard. Grand
areas for play, a custom-built
fort, and 4-car garage round
out the complete lifestyle.
All this, minutes to awardwinning schools,local parks,
restaurants, shopping, and
the 101 Freeway.
Offered at $2,399,000
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT

Keli Dahl , Aviara Real Estate
2555 Townsgate Road, Suite 200, Westlake Village

818.317.9070

Motoringpursuits

Millie Decker

Driving Decker Canyon Road

Malibu Horses

Percy & Rose
Meek

Windswept canyons from the dusty archives By Larry Crane
Photography From Author, Neil Nissing, Mark Takahashi and Mildred Meek Decker

A

puff of dust is suddenly lifted from the edge of the road
and explodes in the vortex of a modern celebration of
the multiplied power of horses. It dissipates into wisps
in seconds and is carried up the canyon in an onshore
zephyr. The talcum surface of the historic Malibu clay
has been a signal and a curse to human activity in the local canyons
since the native Chumash tribe blazed the trails. For five millennia
the brush of human feet launched little more than ankle dust, but on
February 22 of the year of our nation’s independence, Juan Bautista de
Anza arrived on the northern shore of Malibu creek and introduced
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the disruptive force of 700 horses; their control rested with a force
of 250 men, women and children who had walked in from central
Mexico. Their encampment was less than a week, but 26 years later
one of those children, José Bartolomé Tapia, returned to the place he
held clear in his memory. He arrived with a permit from the Spanish
commander of Santa Barbara for the use and development of 13,315
acres of Rancho Malibu Topanga Sequit.
Struggles with the dusty records of history and the law began with
Don Bortolo (the former José) Tapia’s last will and testament in 1824.
Spain had never granted a charter for his vast holdings. His Malibu

The Finest in Automotive
Gifts & Accessories

Orders and Catolog Requests:
800-986-4977
www.worldclassmotoring.com

Wo r l d C l a s s C a r C o v e r s
At World Class Motoring we’ve got luxury covered with our extensive line of car covers featuring fabrics for
both indoor and outdoor storage. Our fabrics range from the most luxurious and plush material for indoor
use to the most rugged and durable material for outdoor protection. All of our covers are custom made
and are guaranteed to provide you with a proper fit for your vehicle.
Car covers start at only $159.99.

J. Paul Nesse
KEN MILES FORD GT40 BRONZE
S C U L P T U R E This exquisitely hand-crafted sculpture by renowned
artist J Paul Nesse features the beautiful #1 Ford GT40 car driven by Ken
Miles. The bronze is highly detailed and captures the true spirit of the golden
era of motorsport. Nesse’s sculptures are to be found in public and private
collections throughout the world. It is Nesse’s desire to bring an historic
accuracy and romantic atmosphere to his subject matter, and this piece truly
delivers on all levels.
Please call for price.

ZEYNER MOTORING
COLLECTION
Zeyner’s Motoring Collection combines
luxury and performance, creating the
most unique and perfectly crafted
business carrier goods on the market.
Constructed of high-quality cowhide
leather and rugged ballistic nylon, and
exquisitely accented with custom
crafted, automotive themed exterior
details and hardware, Zeyner bags are
the epitome of durability, design, and
motoring style.
$410.00

Lloyd’s Plush Carpet
Mats
Two water resistant layers of polypropylene
backing provide strength and firmness while
the matching woven nylon binding will never
unravel and completes a custom finished look.
They are available in a wide array of colors and
we can even “factory match” most new makes
and models. High quality custom embroidery is
also available in a wide range of colors, featuring many trademarked vehicle makes, models,
and emblems.
2 Piece LLO100 $89.99
4 Piece LLO100 $109.99
Cargo LLO100 From $69.99

ZYMOL STARTER KIT

This kit contains a full-size container of each of the
basic products that make up the Zymol Automotive
Enhancement System: 8.5 oz. Zymol Clear, 8.5 oz.
HD-Cleanse, 8 oz. Zymol wax (Creame or Carbon),
wax applicator, pre-wax applicator, and Zymol
microwipe towel. The starter kit is the perfect
introduction to the world of Zymol.
ZXDS
$140.00

TEAM SHELBY WOOL
M E LT O N S TA D I U M
JACKET
This fully authentic and licensed Team Shelby Jacket
is an upgraded version of the original worn by the
Shelby race team. The shell is 80% Soft Melton Wool
and the jacket features custom quality sewing
throughout. The jacket is finished with a fine satin
lining, a zippered inside pocket, and white leather
trimmed outside pockets.
Available in sizes S-XL - $200.00
Available in sizes XXL & XXXL - $225.00

5076 Chesebro Road
Agoura, CA 91301

Motoringpursuits

A photo shoot on Decker Canyon Road

Ranch manager Leon Victor Prudhomme
married the Don’s granddaughter and
purchased the troubled property from
would-be heirs for 400 pesos in 1848. Only
nine years later a quitclaim deed established
Matthew Keller, an Irish immigrant who had
made himself a source of power in Pueblo de
la Reina de Los Angeles, the vast property’s
first documented owner—for about ten cents
per acre. For the next thirty years, Keller
dusted the ridges and shadowed recesses on
his twenty-mile stretch of coastal nirvana
with horse-powered clouds of groundbreaking agriculture, and, not incidentally,
attempted to evict dozens of long-established
homesteaders who had settled on unused—
and untitled—lands within Rancho Malibu.
Upon his death in 1881 the legal drama
continued in probate for another decade. His
French-educated—and disinterested—son
took possession in 1891 and found a willing
buyer in Fredrick Hastings Rindge.
Rindge was the architect of Malibu’s future.
A few of the foot tracks and horse trails had
widened into wagon roads. He had a Beach
Road completed to link his canyons for eastwest access to Santa Monica, even for the
remaining homesteaders who had been given
Rindge dispensation. After his unexpected

death at 48, his wife, May Knight Rindge,
completed his planned 15-mile rail line to
serve the ranch and its new Malibu Ranch
pier—and preclude Southern Pacific from
laying a line across her wild, beautiful land.
When a county road was completed from
Santa Monica to the Malibu Ranch property
line, in hopes of connecting with the ranch
road and on to points west and north, she
installed fences and guarded gates at each end
of the ranch road to exclude intruders. Keys
were granted to canyon residents permitted to
remain on homesteaded land. The successful
Decker clan, who had several well-developed
homestead claims, retained access. But the
indomitable Mrs. Rindge spent most of her
fortune fighting in court to keep public access
from her pristine coastline—all the way to
the United States Supreme Court. Finally, in
1925, a California superior court judge ruled
against her, but she was unrelenting in her
control of access for the project. It took until
1929 to complete the engineering fete.
Percy Meek (soon known as Perc) was among
a new generation of Malibu ranchers. He sold
his garage business in remote Des Moines,
Iowa, in 1925 to immigrate to the dreamer’s
California coast. The family was finally
established on Nicholas Flat by 1926. He had
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raised horses in Iowa so was hired to manage
three horse and cattle ranches in or near the
Decker family homesteads, including Circle
X and Mesa Ranch, which became home. His
daughter Mildred (famous as Malibu Millie)
gave us an introduction, “Daddy liked cars.
When we planned the move west he bought a
new Ford touring car for the trip. Sometimes
he would put me on his lap and I would help
him drive—I was four or five.” After establishing
himself as a ranch manager and horse and cattle
man, he owned a Flint automobile for a while,
then traded up to a big Chandler Six with glass
windows that folded in and became a back seat
windshield when the top was down and folded
out to form side glass when the top was up.
Millie tells the story of her dad taking his
children on the run down the coast—across
Rancho Malibu— for the month’s necessities.
“We arrived at the Malibu Ranch gate on the
way home, and the guard said, ‘Hi Perc. Got
your pass?’ ‘Not with me,’ was daddie’s reply,
‘you know us.’ ‘No pass, no entry is Mrs.
Rindge’s rule.’ The guard knew us but was
reaching for his gun. Daddy backed up a little
ways, like he was going to turn around, then
he gunned his big Chandler and crashed
right through the gate. There were wood
pieces flying all over the place. The guard just

put away his gun and watched us through
the dust. Daddy never carried a pass from
that time and was never asked again. When
they saw his Chandler approaching they just
opened the gate and smiled. May Rindge was
often around. She scared me. She always wore
a holstered gun strapped over her dress.”
“Decker Canyon was a steep, single-lane
dirt road. The car coming down the road
would have to back up to a place to pull over,”
Millie remembers. “We went to elementary
school in the old Decker School close to
our house, then our mother drove us up to
Yerba Buena School for a couple of years. To
complete Oxnard High School, we had to live
in a rented room during the week. Someone
would come and take us home for the
weekends. Mommie had a restaurant at Point
Mugu during the Thirties, so she would stay
up there sometimes and pick us up.”
“The canyon road also went north over the
mountain to what is now Westlake. Where it
intersected the Ventura Road was Starmack’s
General Merchandise. Sometimes daddie
took a string of pack-horses over there for
animal supplies. They would have to swim
across the river that is dammed for the lake
now. They paved Decker Canyon Road in the
mid-Thirties, and it was two lanes, but it still
followed the same old road.”
There have always been Quarter Horses
with the family. Millie’s third husband was
Jimmy Decker and she remains in their home
on land made available by the family. She has
raised and trained horses and riders for most
of her life. Movie star cowboys came to Mesa
Ranch to become riders. Tom Mix and Leo
Carillo were excellent riders and old family
friends. Both loved horses and drove great
cars. When Percy Meek founded the Trancas
Ropers and Riders club, members would
occasionally leave their riding ring at the
corner of Pacific Coast Highway and Trancas
Canyon for a long ride into the old Chumash
trails. The parking lot would be an awesome
sight, with lines of cars now considered
priceless collectors pieces.
Some things never change. The Trancas
Market lot remains a gathering point for
car folks planning a day in the canyons.
Thousands of horsepower are often
represented. Once underway these caravans
of shiny paint often head for Decker Road as
the start into the old Malibu spaces. Though
it rarely impairs vision, dust remains a
nemesis in the form of small dry washes on
the pavement. Even after 235 years and vast
improvements in the art and science of living
in Malibu, the power of 600 brightly covered
horses in a narrow, wooded canyon remain an
awesome sight—and they continue to move
the dust in their glory.
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Scenearound

Kym Douglas on The Ellen Show

T

Kym Douglas

Photography:Michael Rozman/Warner Bros
elevision personality and best-selling author, Kym Douglas , has been the Fashion and Beauty contributor on the wildly popular Ellen DeGeneres Show for the past 4 years. She’s also the celebrity Beauty Guru on the nationally-syndicated and Emmywinning The Doctors, and the Lifestyle Expert on FOX morning show’s Good Day L.A. Kym says of her 4-year, magical ride
with the Ellen Show, “Ellen and I clicked in the first few seconds and I have had the great pleasure and honor of being able to
work with a comic genius and all-around kind and wonderful person. I have jumped into a bathtub full of ramen noodles in
a Louis Vuitton dress and heels to prove that the spice packet can help get rid of water retention. I’ve also put ketchup on my
freshly-styled hair to prove that you don’t need to spend a lot of money to get the green tinge out of your blonde hair after swimming in a
chlorinated pool! I believe we all can look and feel our very best and we don’t have to spend lots of money doing it! But in the end.......... I
love to make people laugh. That’s where ELLEN and I are exactly the same; we see the value in humor.”
The always-delightful Kym has audiences intrigued with various natural beauty tips she demonstrates on the Ellen DeGeneres Show.
Oftentimes she will face the cameras with dripping egg yolks or avocado oozing through her hair - all in the name of beauty. Kym has
authored 4 best-selling books on Beauty, Health, Diet, Pregnancy and Fashion. She is the ‘Go to Gal’ for all things glamorous and beautiful - with a splash of fun.
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NICOLE MILLER
stretch sequin dress
(available 0-12) $400
AKIKO silk
beaded gold top
(available s-xl)
$205

SKY drape black/gold
metallic top with chains
(available xs-l) $130.

ASHLEY beaded evening bag $90.

Ilene’s Boutique

1145 Lindero Canyon Road, Westlake Village, CA 91362
805.373.6633 www.ilenesboutique.com
E-Mail: ilenesboutique@sbcglobal.net

Enviroconscious
2011 Malibu Peace Paddle
The 2011 Malibu Peace Paddle took place on June 4, 2011, immediately after Laird Hamilton landed back
in Malibu - from Tahiti. This was a joint effort with the Ocean’s Initiative of the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC). The ceremonial paddle-out is a long-honored Hawaiian tradition to commemorate an
event or honor the passing of a loved one. In this case, legendary big-wave surfers Laird Hamilton and Dave
Kalama led a gigantic Peace Paddle - to honor the ocean and those who love, respect and defend her.
Legendary big wave surfer Laird Hamilton, together with
Dave Kalama (of the same fame), leads particpants in the
NRDC paddle-out ceremony.
Photo © by Laura Kleinhenz/Redux Pictures

Enviroconscious
2011 Malibu Peace Paddle
Participants, who all brought their own boards, paddled out from the beach at Paradise Cove and worked in
harmony to form a peace sign. It was a compelling example of harmony and unity for an important cause: raising
awareness about the threats to ocean health. Laird said emphatically, “The ocean is powerful and we need to
respect it.” Once the peace paddle ended, Laird and Gabrielle Reece cleaned up for a huge benefit hosted by
Ron and Kelly Meyer. It was a way to raise money for a great cause - showcasing the ocean.
www.lairdhamilton.com
Photo by AeronauticPictures.com.
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ABOVE: NRDC Peace Paddle; Kelly Meyer (left) &
Laird Hamilton (right). Photo © by Laura Kleinhenz/
Redux Pictures. BELOW: Participants paddled out to
form a united, harmonious Peace Sign
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PortraitsofSuccess
“RELAXING IS IMPORTANT; IT KEEPS MY MIND
SOMEWHAT SANE. MUSIC
IS SO IMPORTANT TO ME.
NOT ONLY DOES IT ALLOW
ME TO EXPRESS MYSELF
BUT EVEN WHEN IT’S
OFF, IT CONTINUES TO
GIVE ME THE LEVERAGE
I NEED TO BE ABLE TO
EXPRESS MY HEART.”

Colette Carr

Photography by Nikko La Mere

C

olette Carr lives in
Malibu and has always
enjoyed the organic
lifestyle it offers. This
artistic young talent
recently signed to Nick
Cannon’s record label, NCredible, along
with Cherrytree/Interscope Records.

Her single “(We Do It) Primo” has sold
over 15,000 downloads since its release
in May, and her mix tape has more than
100,000 downloads to date. If that isn’t
impressive enough, Colette’s video for
“(We Do It) Primo” has over 1 million views on Vevo, while her video for
“Back It Up” was the #1 video on MTVu
in 2010. She was also the #1 artist on
Billboard’s Uncharted this past April.
Her unusual break into the music
industry occurred when she jumped on
stage before a Game concert. The rap-
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per was running late so the show’s MC
asked if anyone could freestyle to entertain the crowd. The fearless Colette
Carr jumped onstage and proceeded to
improv. She says of the experience, “My
life has always had a sort of improv vibe
to it. I prefer it that way instead of trying to force something that is rehearsed.
My music is fun but it’s also a way for
me to express myself as I go about my
daily life. There’s nothing too complex
or analytical about it. It’s simply a diary
about my life.”
Colette’s positivity has expanded into
impacting the world in other admirable
ways. She does a significant amount of
charity work, including volunteering at
‘The Wright Foundation’. She says, “Dr.
Wright helps children who are born
with eye defects and I really respect
what he does.”
Although her music occupies most of
her time, Colette loves spending time
with her family by going to the beach at
La Costa. She says, “Relaxing is important; it keeps my mind somewhat sane.
Music is so important to me. Not only
does it allow me to express myself but
even when it’s off, it continues to give
me the leverage I need to be able to
express my heart.”
Colette’s album, Skitszo is due for
release soon, along with a duet with label
mate Frankmusik entitled “No I.D.”. She’s
also preparing for an upcoming tour.
Check out her blog (www.colettecarrsblog.com) and follow Colette on twitter at
www.twitter.com/ColetteCrazy.
www.colettecarr.com

N Moonp

ark Rd

High-Class Service.
Low Prices.

E Hillcrest Dr

O
Thousand

“Stop in and experience
our Great Service, Great
Prices, Great People, and
Great Products.”
Brian, Manager

aks Blvd

THOUSAND OAKS
399 E Thousand Oaks Blvd
(805) 418-9915

M-F 8:00am-6:00pm

americastire.com
ShOp, Buy And SchEdulE An AppOinTMEnT
TO ThE nEAREST AMERicA’S TiRE.

SAT 8:00am-5:00pm

PortraitsofVictory
Jamie Mitchell’s 10th Consecutive
World Paddleboard Title

Jamie Mitchell, 34, (of Queensland, Australia), who is a star athlete in the Quiksilver Waterman Collection team, has just claimed his 10th
consecutive World Paddleboard title by crossing the 32-mile stretch of the Molokai Channel in Hawaii. His record time was 4 hours, 40
minutes and 31 seconds. “I feel like the weight of the entire Hawaiian Island chain has lifted from me,” said a pumped-up Mitchell at the finish.
“It’s done.” The accomplishment puts Mitchell on par with fellow Quiksilver teammate Kelly Slater, a 10-time world champion of surfing and
one of the only human beings on the planet who can comprehend the dedication and commitment such a sporting feat demands. Slater was
among the first to praise Jamie’s accomplishment by saying, “Jamie has set a bar that few, if any, athletes have set in their careers. Ten straight
years of doing anything is impressive. To beat the world’s best paddlers time and again in treacherous, unpredictable conditions is inspiring and
unbelievable.” Mitchell will be lending his support to Slater as head of water safety at the upcoming Quiksilver Pro New York in September.
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Chatroom
		
		

Short Stories
About Big People

		

By Bob Eubanks

H

ello again, and welcome
to more short stories
about big people.
I was very sad to read
recently that Malibu resident Glen Campbell is in
the early stages of Alzheimer’s. Glen has
been a friend of mine for many years and
I happen to believe he is one of the most
talented performers to ever walk on stage.
Some interesting facts about Glen that

maybe you didn’t know is that in the music industry he is considered one of the
best guitar players ever. In fact, back in
the ‘60s before his career took off, he was
the guy that played guitar on many of the
Dean Martin and Frank Sinatra records
on the Reprise record label. Then, in the
late ‘60s he joined with a writer named
Jimmy Webb, and what followed was an
incredible string of hits, with songs such
as, “By the time I get to Phoenix”, “Wichi-

ta Lineman”, and “Galveston” just to name
a few. His musical hits continued for
years, and even my little boy still sings his
most popular hit, “Rhinestone Cowboy”.
His television career began when he was
the summer replacement on CBS for the
Smother’s Brothers. Interestingly enough,
his musical director on that show was
Marty Paich who had a young 14-yearold son who sat in on keyboard some of
the time. You probably remember that
little boy; his name is David Paich, the
leader of Toto.
Some other things you may not know
about Glen is that one time he was a
member of The Beach Boys. He had a
theater in Branson, Missouri and one of
the most beautiful recordings I’ve ever
heard is Glen playing bagpipes, and singing Amazing Grace. He is a man with
an incredible sense of humor, and he’s a
single-digit golfer. Glen Campbell is so
talented in so many areas that people often forget that he is one of the best guitar
players ever. Glen, you are in our prayers.
There you have it, sort of a short story
about a huge talent.
HERE ARE SOME FUNNY THINGS TO
THINK ABOUT:
In the ‘60s, Joey Dee and the Starlighters
had a hit record called, “Peppermint Twist”
The lead guitar player was Joe Pesci.

July 11, 2011: The Newlywed Game
celebrated its 45th anniversary. I was just
a child.
And here’s one to make you boil: There
are some acts in the motion picture
and television business that put in their
contracts that crew members are not to
make eye contact with them…GIVE ME
A BREAK!
Before I go, here is something else to
think about: “Fathom the hypocrisy of a
Government that requires all citizens to
prove that they are insured… but not all
must prove that they are citizens.”
Glen Campbell
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www.bobeubanks.com

Follow Bob on Facebook!

L

A Sound
Investment

Let Custom Printing orchestrate your next
printing project and we’ll show you how service,
quality and competitive pricing can help your
business prosper.

Custom Printing offers complete prepress services
along with 7 sheet-fed offset presses, a complete
bindery department, in-house die-cutting equipment and full mailing services. From the press
to the post office, we are 100% focused on your
printing and mailing requirements.

805.485.3700
Take a plant tour at
www.customprintinginc.com
click on “behind the scenes.”

What’snewintown
Living Legacy Biographers

A

‘Living Legacy’ Video Biography (www.llbios.
com) is a priceless way to honor your loved ones
- giving them the gift of an opportunity to tell
their life story on film - so that the generations
who come after them can know and truly
appreciate who they are. It’s a safe, unintimidating way for
people to say the things they’ve always wanted to say to their
loved ones because Eric Evans - the professional biographer
whose brainchild this is - knows exactly how to encourage
people to talk about the meaningful aspects of life. Eric started
‘Living Legacy Biographers’ because his own father became
terminally ill very suddenly, and Eric was unable to have the
conversations with him that he needed to have. He says, “I
knew how important that would have been to me, so I started
Living Legacy Biographers so that others would have the
opportunity - and not live with regrets afterwards. Everybody’s
life is special and unique, and this is their moment to tell the
people who love them the story about their journey. It’s never
too early to start and you can always come back later and add
to your biography. What I’ve learned is that telling your story
is remarkably healing - both to the subject - and to their family
and loved ones.” Eric’s studio in Westlake Village couldn’t

The Stonehouse

T

he Stonehouse at Westlake Village Inn will
begin construction within the next few weeks and
will open in the late spring of 2012. It will be set
within a vineyard which will serve as a wonderful
opportunity for family, friends and neighbors to
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Biography filming with Eric Evans

be a more relaxed environment for the Biographies to take
place. With Frank Sinatra music in the background and an old
Hollywood atmosphere, the full production kicks into action
with two cameramen and three cameras. But ultimately, it’s
Eric who has the gift of putting people at ease and encouraging
them to say things they never knew they were capable of saying.
This is truly a unique way of saying thank you to the most
important people in your life.
www.llbios.com 805.279.2927
890 Hampshire Rd. Ste V, Westlake Village
enjoy a cup of coffee in the morning or a glass of wine in the
afternoon. With the introduction of The Stonehouse, the Inn
will also be expanding the vineyard to include a fig tree bosco,
a bocce ball court, a children’s play area and a gorgeous waterfall, a beautiful backdrop for special events. Having come from
three generations of wine makers, owner and wine enthusiast,
Mr. John Notter is very excited to share the vineyard experience with the community.

Are You Struggling with Fertility?
Not Having Success With
Current Treatments?
Call LifeStart Fertility Center!
• In Vitro Fertilization (IVF)
• Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI)
• Intrauterine Insemination (IUI)
• Male & Female Infertility
• Laparoscopy and Hysteroscopy
• Recurrent Pregnancy Loss Treatment

LifeStart Fertility Center is directed by Dr. Anita Singh, a Board Certified Reproductive Endocrinologist and Infertility
Specialist. Dr. Singh is former chair of the Mayo Clinic Arizona Division of Reproductive Endocrinology and
Infertility. She is committed to providing patients with the best, personalized fertility care.

818.889.4LFC (4532) www.lifestartfertility.com
29525 Canwood Street, Suite 220, Agoura Hills, CA 91301

Kouros Azar, MD
PLASTIC SURGERY

BEFORE

Dr. Anita Singh

AFTER

CERTIFIED, AMERICAN BOARD OF PLASTIC SURGERY
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Westlake Village Junior Women’s Club

T

he Westlake Village Junior Women’s Club is hosting
their 30th Annual Gingerbread
Fundraising Boutique November 3rd and 4th.
Charities receiving help include
Hospice of the Conejo, Senior
Concerns and Lighthouse Mission for Women and Children.
Raffles and door prizes will be
given out to VIPs on November
3rd, 5:00pm-9:00pm ($30 ticket
price) and more shopping and
festivities on November 4th,
10:00am-6:00pm. St. Maximillian Kolbe Church in Westlake
Village. For more information,
visit www.westlakejuniors.org or
e-mail gingerbread@westlakejuniors.org.

Ashley Stapleton & Jennifer Jerziorski

Gingerbread Boutique

Margaret Brown & Linda Brown

The Finest Gourmet Italian Restaurant
Requests the Pleasure of Your Company
Tuscany’s is a passion. The food is an ever-changing
variety of Mediterranean influences
with owner, Tommaso Barletta’s
old family recipes carefully
nurtured and proudly presented.
Follow your senses and discover
superlative food and hospitality at
reasonable prices.
968 South Westlake Blvd. # 4,
Westlake Village, California
Telephone 805.495.2768
www.tuscany-restaurant.com
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Trust Is a Beautiful Thing

Dr. Azar is celebrating over 7 years in the Conejo Valley in his
state-of-the-art 3,000 sq.ft. Plastic Surgery and Skin Care Facility

Schedule your appointment to recieve $50 off Botox treatment and $100 off Juvéderm treatment.
®

®

Face & Neck Lift
Rhinoplasty
Breast Augmentation & Breast Lift
Eyelid & Eyebrow Rejuvenation
Liposuction
Juvéderm & Botox
A Variety of Facials and Peels
Medically Supervised Skin Care Lines
®

®

805.373.7073 or 818.761.1340 • 425 Haaland Drive, Suite 200
Thousand Oaks 91361
www.doctorazar.com

Just 10 weeks after billions of people around the world witnessed their wedding,
the most famous couple in the world, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,
visited us here in Southern California and conquered us with their genuineness.
I was one of the lucky people who was at the Santa Barbara Polo and Racquet
Club - watching all the action and the arrival of the royal couple by helicopter.
It was a riveting day where Prince William’s quick, dry wit elicited spontaneous
laughter from everyone. One of the first quips he made when arriving at the
Polo Club was: “ Thank you, Tiffany’s, for the beautiful Foundation Polo Cup
which I’ll be picking up later.” Turns out - he wasn’t joking. A few hours later
- after a scintillating performance where William scored 4 goals for Team
Royal Salute, he and his team picked up the large, 14-pound trophy. Catherine
celebrated her husband’s victory by awarding them the Foundation Polo Cup.
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The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
arrive by helicopter on the lawns of the
Santa Barbara Polo and Racquet Club
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On this special day where William demonstrated
his accomplishments as a polo player, the strong
chemistry between William and Catherine, was
particularly evident. Barely a minute goes by
where they aren’t looking at each other, smiling,
or exchanging an intimate, long-distance signal.
Anything that might have been lacking in Charles
and Diana’s relationship - is consistently present in
William and Catherine’s undeniable compatibility.
In Catherine, William appears to have found his soul
mate - and their comfortable repartee makes them
relaxed and completely at ease.
FOUNDATION POLO CUP BENEFITTING ‘AMERICAN
FRIENDS OF THE FOUNDATION ‘CHARITY
Following in their altruistic mother’s footsteps,
Prince William and Prince Harry recently formed
‘The American Friends of the Foundation’ - which
Catherine has now joined - to raise funds, awareness
and make donations to organizations which support
charitable causes including 1) Assisting at-risk
youth and adolescents who are disadvantaged and/
or in need of guidance and support. 2) Working
to preserve and protect the environment through
promotion of conservation and protection of
natural resources.

THE GAME BETWEEN TEAM ROYAL
SALUTE (WILLIAM’S TEAM), TEAM
AUDI AND TEAM SANTA BARBARA
BENEFITTED THE AMERICAN FRIENDS
OF THE FOUNDATION CHARITY. IT BEGAN
WITH TIGHT DEFENSE AND IT WAS NOT
UNTIL PRINCE WILLIAM UPPED THE
ANTI THAT THE INITIALLY SCORELESS
GAME BECAME EXHILARATING.
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Steven Lake - hairstylist
Spencer Barnes- makeup
Kayla McGee - stylist

Prince William (center 2nd left in black
hat and blue shirt) jostles for the ball
from AUDI’s Wesley Ru and gallops off
to score for Team Royal Salute
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JULY 9TH: SANTA BARBARA
POLO & RACQUET CLUB
The game between Team Royal Salute
(William’s team), Team Audi and Team
Santa Barbara benefitted the American
Friends of the Foundation Charity.
It began with tight defense and it was
not until Prince William upped the anti
that the initially scoreless game became
exhilarating. With flair and speed, Prince
William made happen the victory for

his team - with 4 goals scored. William’s
team mate, Andy Busch, a member of
the Busch brewing family and a very
accomplished player himself, reportedly
said, “In my mind, Prince William was
no doubt the Most Valuable Player
today. He played one heck of a game.”
Also on William’s team was Santi Trotz
who said, “For Prince William it was the
game of his life. He is very happy.” Prince
William’s final showdown performance
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was so impressive that the announcer
ordered someone to “Pour water on him;
he’s on fire!” With enthusiastic cheers,
the crowd’s energy seemed to motivate
William as he went on to score another
3 goals in quick succession. Humility in
the opposition team was evident as the
gracious Wesley Ru, who played in Team
Audi, complimented Prince William and
conceded, “I got royally beaten today.”
Duchess Catherine handed out the

Prince William canters off after the US anthem is sung

Foundation Polo Cup to Team Royal
Salute and when William came up onto
the podium, he received a kiss on both
of his flushed cheeks from his beaming
wife. With wild applause ongoing, the
announcer asked on the public address
system, “How come he gets a kiss and
no one else does?” Humor and good
sportsmanship made this Santa Barbara
Polo and Racquet Club Centennial
celebration a day that none of the players,

including Prince William, will ever forget.
In his speech, Prince William said, “As
a keen polo player, it’s an honor for me
to celebrate with you this afternoon this
famous Club’s 100th birthday. It has to be
one of the most beautiful polo grounds
anywhere in the world.”
BAFTA GALA DINNER
Shortly after Prince William had excelled
on the Polo field, he and Catherine were
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Prince William eyes the flying ball and
is assisted by teammate Glen Holden Jr.
(RIGHT) Prince William’s and Duchess
Catherine’s undeniable chemistry as they
smile and signal to each other
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whisked away by helicopter to join Hollywood’s elite at the BAFTA
Gala Dinner (British Academy of Film and Television Arts). Prince
William’s inimitable humor - once again - found a receptive audience
when he began his speech saying, “Good evening ladies and gentlemen;
Before I start, I’d like to thank Colin Firth for my perfect opening line:
I have a voice.” His comedic timing was impeccable and he brought
the house down. Tom Hanks, Rita Wilson, Barbara Streisand, James
Brolin, Nicole Kidman, Jennifer Lopez. Jennifer Garner, Harvey
Weinstein, Brian Grazer and Chairman of Walt Disney Studios,
Rich Ross, were just some of the stars and industry executives who
enjoyed their interaction with the royal couple. Prince William’s speech
summarized the strength of American/British collaborative talents. He
finished off by saying: “When American and British creative talent gets
together, magic happens....I believe great things will result. And now, as
they say, ‘Lights, Camera, Action.’”
SKID ROW; SERVICENATION AND TUSK
The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge completed their last day in Los
Angeles by showing their compassion in downtown’s notorious Skid
Row area. They were welcomed to the Inner City Arts Academy by 6
elementary-aged children. The couple joined in with the art work and
watched the talented performers. Immediately afterwards, they went
on to ServiceNation and Mission Serve - which helps veterans find
jobs. Once again the Duke and Duchess rolled up their sleeves and
demonstrated through their actions that they sincerely cared. Finally,
their Royal Highnesses attended a reception at a private home in L.A.
to mark the launch of Tusk Trust’s U.S. Patron’s Circle. Tusk Trust
raises awareness for African conservation programs - something that
Prince William is very knowledgeable about. Among the ‘A’ listers who
attended the event was Reese Witherspoon who enjoyed an animated
conversation with Catherine.
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THE ROYAL EFFECT
William and Catherine came, we saw them,
and they conquered us with their human
decency. Their lack of affectations and
their genuine sincerity resonated strongly
with Californians who are less into pomp
and circumstance - and more into ‘show
us what you’re made of’. Catherine had an
immediately welcome impact on the U.S.
fashion industry: Within 24 hours of being
seen, all the dresses she wore were sold out.

But exterior appearances aside, William
and Catherine showed us the core of who
they are. Like his mother, Princess Diana,
Prince William seems to understand only
too well that having a privileged title means
that he has an opportunity and a duty to
constructively make this world a better
place. With a strong, supportive partner
in Catherine - the royal couple is building
bridges on the international stage - already
exceeding our expectations of them.

IN HIS SPEECH, PRINCE WILLIAM SAID, “AS
A KEEN POLO PLAYER, IT’S AN HONOR FOR ME
TO CELEBRATE WITH YOU THIS AFTERNOON
THIS FAMOUS CLUB’S 100TH BIRTHDAY. IT HAS
TO BE ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL POLO
GROUNDS ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.”
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(TOP PHOTO) Catherine kisses her husband
after a well-deserved win. Team Royal
Salute’s Santi Trotz, Andy Busch & Glen
Holden Jr. look on. (ABOVE) The victorious
team behind Duchess Catherine, Santi Trotz,
Prince William, Andy Busch & Glen Holden
Jr. hold the Tiffany’s Foundation Polo Cup

Thingswelove
1

1. O’Neill beach wrap. Pueblo. $69.50. O’Neill
‘wonderland’denim shorts. $42. Val Surf. 3055 E. Thousand
Oaks Blvd. Thousand Oaks. 805.497.1166
2. Only hearts-metallic tanks (available xs-xl in all four
colors) $62. Ilene’s Boutique. 1145 Lindero Cyn. Rd. Westlake
Village. 805.373.6633
4. Original vintage circa 1940s French glass earrings $135.
Braided mesh bracelet $35. Ilene’s Boutique. 1145 Lindero
Cyn. Rd. Westlake Village. 805.373.6633
3. Antix black sports sunglasses. $179.99. Frogskins unisex
surf sunglasses. $109.99 Val Surf. 3055 E. Thousand Oaks
Blvd. Thousand Oaks. 805.497.1166
5. Cosabella underwear from Italy. ‘Sweetie’Top: $49. ‘Cutie’
Low rise thong: $18. J Girl. 2900 Townsgate Rd. Ste 107.
Westlake Village. 805.449.9999
6. True Carbon Fiber iPhone 3G ($44.00) & i iphone 4
($44.99) Covers.Secure clip-on design allows full access to your
iPhone screen, buttons, charging & synching functions. World
Class Motoring. 800.986.4977. www.worldclassmotoring.com
7. Stella & Dot Charlize Teardrop Earrings ($34) & Sunset
Bangle ($69), available on www.stelladot.com/danaw

4

5

2
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6

7

8
9

8. Book an England/Ireland vacation and savor the history of this greenpastured land. Call Starr Levey at FROSCH Classic Cruise and Travel 800-6888500 or 818-936-2000. www.froschclassic.com
9. Vera Wang inspired crystal satin ballet flat (available 6-10) $69. Ilene’s
Boutique. 1145 Lindero Cyn. Rd. Westlake Village. 805.373.6633
10. For beautiful, healthy legs - Physician-administered, non-invasive treatment. Vein
Center Westlake Village. 1240 S. Westlake Blvd. Ste 123. Westlake Village. 805.495.8305
11. Youth Complex Rapid Wrinkle Reduction with long-term anti-aging results.
$148. Kouros Azar M.D. 425 Haaland Dve, Ste 200, Thousand Oaks. 805.373.7073.
12.VOM FASS. Libertine Absinth from France. $65.00. Wild Rose Liqueur. Pina
Colada. Nut Chocolate. $13.99 each. Pumpkin Seed oil: $43.98. Mango Fruit
Vinegar. Over 60 Oils from around the world. 3815 A East Thousand Oaks Blvd.
Westlake Village. 805.908.2573

10

12
11
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Donna Karan New York

Exquisite Simplicity
Sofia Cashmere
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Fashionsense
“Nothing Gold Can Stay”

I

By Magda Pescariu

It’s a cloudy day, bitter and chilly. A gust
of wind aimlessly sweeps the fallen leaves - I
guess it’s as good a time as any to come out of
the closet and admit: “frankly, my dear,” I love
summer, I love heat. Once it goes up from 75
degrees, I’m as happy as a clam. Of course,
people (okay, even some friends) roll their
eyes behind my back, discreetly or not very
much so. But that’s who I am, and I remember
clearly the moment I made peace with myself
on the subject. It was on a trip to the Dead
Sea sometime in the ’90s; August, unbearably
hot. Our host was guarding us (three young
women still bordering on girls’ statute) like

a hawk, carefully tottering around a huge
thermos full of cold spring-water, watching for
any sign of fainting or demise. Like a fish in
the water, I was enjoying the day without even
a hint of sweat. I followed politely the rules,
avoiding walking barefoot on the blazing sand.
Left my sandals in the endless row of shoes
festooning the shore and entered the hot,
saline water with excited anticipation. I floated
serenely, in an endless cocoon of light and
heat, eyes wide open, while every little scratch
on my body burned under the salty assault.
There was no coldness, no darkness, no limit.
Everything around me was silent, radiant and
gold. To the day, twenty-something
years later, I equate that moment with
3.1 Phillip Lim
pure bliss.
So now you follow why I’m wary
when summer nights are getting
cooler and fall is showing off its fangs
of misty mornings. September comes

to me like a warning (though I finished school
quite a while ago), and even if I try to behave
about it like the alleged adult I am, I still feel
a tinge of depression and worried nostalgia at
the end of each summer. I know too well that
“nothing gold can stay” with us forever, but I
hope every year that we’d find a cunning way
around it.
My only consolation for the arrival of fall
comes from the soft and cozy warmth we
Dolce & Gabanna

Christian Louboutin

Donna Karan New York, 3.1 Phillip Lim, Christian Louboutin, Dolce & Gabanna, Armani Collezioni, Valentino and Robert Rodriguez
Available at Neiman Marcus Topanga * 818 316 7000
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find in clothing, and from the lovely bath
of tender colors that fill our world around
Labor’s Day. This autumn is very generous
on both counts, showing us that there are
no rules for what we keep sunlit in our
lives, or limits on how we may preserve
what we truly love for daily gratification.
The Fall-Winter Collections
2011-2012 breathe state-of-the-art
elegance and polished-to-perfection
retro-femininity. First, let me start
with colors: we are proposed a clean,
vivid and vibrant palette of colors, in
monochrome nuances full of life and
personality: burgundy-red, graphite
black, off-white, Cobalt blue, emerald
green; pearl-grey and silver, antiquebronze and dark Sienna, pale lavender
and plum, mustard-yellow and burnt
orange, or simply – the playfully-classic
patterns in black & white.
Second, as I said, comes the mélange
of warmth, velvetiness and sweet
contentment found in styles with a
gentle and graceful tailoring. The autumn
arrives carrying on some of the ’70s flair,

Laura Biagiotti

but it brings on much more than that. To
the bohemian or sophisticated glamour
of 40 years ago (oh, my goodness, did
the ’70s really take place 40 years ago?
I’m not sure I like math any more!), this
fall’s collections add impeccable classic
outfits, feminine and delicate, with a nod
to exotic and luxury.
For outerwear we may choose
between chic cashmere ponchos, rich
fur-trimmed parkas or broad capes
(in mono-color, plaid, tartan or graphic
stripes) and duster coats that reach all
the way to the floor, fluid and ample.
Long leather gloves, wide-brim hats,
fur accessories and statement jewelry
complete the refined and self-assured
look of this fall.
The dresses are hugging the
silhouette, long-sleeved and with cowlcollars, and their hem falls just below
the knee or at mid-calf, comfortable
and elegant at the same time.
Silk crepe, wool crepe jersey,
cashmere, merino wool and leather are
the favorite textures for dresses, and
they come in saturated shades of deep

Laura Biagiotti
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Bordeaux, mid-night blue, forest green,
chocolate and charcoal. We find nature
– the wild one and our natural habitat reflected in everything and the result is a
fall-look that is authentic and alive.
The skirts are longer as well (covering
the knee towards mid-calf or even ankle
length), sitting at waist or high-waisted,
either pencil (in leather, metallic colors,
mixed graphic prints, or monochrome
menswear tailoring) or flowy fullskirt (plissé, pleated, tweed or sinuous
cashmere). With the high-waisted skirts
we wear delicate, silk blouses with
ample sleeves, embellished with bows,
discreet ruffles or appliqué pockets.
Whether we wear them high-waisted
or sitting at waist, cropped, wide-leg,
bell-bottom or tapered, pants (including
flared jeans) are a hot presence in the
coming season, perfect for showing off
the clean silhouettes of this fall.
Our sweaters are chunky-textured
but supple, smooth cable knits, in very
simple designs and colorblocking (like
our whole autumn wardrobe) with matte
Laura Biagiotti

Fashionsense
Robert Rodriguez

Armani Collezioni

Valentino

mineral gray, camel, powdered olive,
caramel, saffron, blueberry, wine, cognac.
I bet your thoughts have just shifted a bit to
the Thanksgiving dinner, am I right?
For a femme fatale final touch we can
opt for tuxedo dressing: crafted black suits
or combinations of crispy white shirts
(or butterfly-sleeved white blouses) with
black bottoms (pants or pencil skirts), and
a black exclusive neckpiece – tie, bow or
distinctive onyx jewelry. Very high-slits
(hip-grazing, in fact) on conservative
dresses and an elegant faux-fur stole will
have anybody look at your old-favorite
wardrobe in a new spellbound way.
The accessories presented in all
Fall-Winter Collections 2011-2012 are
luxurious and exotic in color, style or
pattern, but they complete the quiet,
classical and almost-monochrome
elegance into a balanced and natural look.
Shoes (mostly pumps and platform
pumps), booties (peep-toe, platform
or traditional) and boots (rarely riding
boots, generally high-heeled right-belowthe-knee ones) are bold, in lush colors
and daring leather patterns (including
python and crocodile).

Snake skin is visible in other
accessories as well – long gloves, narrow
belts or handbags. The latter are smaller,
more discreet than what we’ve seen in the
previous seasons. Handheld handbags,
clutches and gracefully proportionate
totes also come in the natural, deep colors
mentioned before, or in combinations
of black & white (striped, checkered or
python-pattern).
Last but not least – about jewelry. It
follows the overpowering sense of style
and natural glam that are characteristic
for this season, illustrating beautifully the
return of the lady, one frame at a time. We
decide on one piece of sculptural jewelry,
be it in antique silver or satiny gold,
and make it our statement of elegance: a
wide, studded cuff; an intricately-filigreed
thick bangle; puffed-up, generous hoopearrings; a strong, Byzantine necklace; or a
quirky, bizarre brooch equally mysterious
and avant-garde.
So you see, the possibilities to feel
warm this fall, sheltered in a nest of
sophistication and style, are infinite. We
uphold summer’s blessing embrace long
after the “leaf subsides to leaf ” and nights
overtakes the days. We then move on

to our autumnal projects and pleasures,
living each moment with intensity and
curiosity, for we learned by now to listen
to the sand infinitesimally filling the year’s
hourglass - slowly, silently, surely.
I know there are reasons to welcome
fall; to smile through foggy, teary
evenings when we see our breath and pull
up the friendly fur-collar in a childish
gesture of protection; to let the alluring
smell of pumpkin pie hurry us home.
There may be a cup of hot pea-soup
waiting for us, a nice dinner, and a glass of
cognac or red wine shared with people we
love. We sigh with relief and surrender to
that peaceful moment, happy to be, and
start planning with joy the next family
gathering, the holiday shopping list, the
dream diets, the secret wishes, or the end
of the year’s never-intended-to-be-kept
resolutions. I know autumn is a gentle
and colorful season, rich in feelings and
memories, worthy of love and celebration.
It’s just that, for me… the roses lose
all their petals the night when summer
turns to fall.
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Operation Teapot bomb core of uranium-233 at Nevada Test Site April 15, 1955
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PortraitsofPower
		 U.S. Nuclear Policy:
		 Not All Countries Are Created Equal

T
		
		

By Christine Seisun

The United States remains the most powerful nuclear state in the world
with approximately 20 times more nuclear weapons than France and the
United Kingdom. While the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty explicitly
states that any state seeking nuclear power for peaceful means has the
right to do so, the US and other powerful states dictate which allied
countries in line with their political desires are allowed to fulfill this right.

In the fall of 1962, the world stood on edge and waited with
baited breath as the proxy politics of the Soviet Union and the
United States came to a head in the waters surrounding the island
nation of Cuba with the terrifying thought of mutually assured
destruction on everyone’s mind. The Cuban Missile Crisis was,
and still remains, the closest that the world has been to a nuclear
holocaust. Yet 50 years later the political and military fallout of
nuclear weapons continues to be high and while the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) remains the bedrock document for an
ideal future in which no nuclear weapons will exist, it remains a
distant dream in today’s ever unstable political reality.
Although the NPT explicitly forbids non- nuclear signatories,
like Iran, from acquiring nuclear weapons, the international
treaty doesn’t necessarily prohibit countries from acquiring the
enrichment capabilities that can be used for both nuclear power
and nuclear weapons. In fact, Article IV of the NPT specifically
acknowledges that all parties possess an “inalienable right” to
pursue nuclear energy “without discrimination.” Nonetheless,
the regional and global superpowers refuse to allow all countries
with nuclear aspirations to fully realize them due to the
massive geopolitical implications of doing so. Such a selective
interpretation of the NPT has led to some states crying that there
is a nuclear “double standard” in existence only for the countries
considered to be politically friendly with the global superpowers.
Nuclear weapons have by and large remained a political
deterrent, a military flexing of muscles, from the powerful countries
to others. They have only been used twice in history – in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki – and only by the United States. The idea of a nuclear
bomb started with the Manhattan Project some 70 years ago in
a desolate, secluded and top security place in the New Mexico
desert with a cost of approximately $24 billion in today’s dollars.
The idea became a reality in 1945 at Alamogordo when the first

nuclear bomb was detonated heralding the dawn of the Atomic
Age. Even at that time there was concern about what the physicists,
led by J. Robert Oppenheimer, had wrought. It was not long after
that that no less a luminary than Einstein would sign a petition
addressed to then President Franklin Delano Roosevelt warning
of a nuclear arms race with the Soviet Union. Australian politician
and previous president of the International Crisis Group, Gareth
Evans, confirms such a sentiment by stating that “so long as anyone
has nuclear weapons, others will want them, and as long as anyone
has them, there’s a very real risk that they’ll be used. So there is an
environment still out there where this remains the world’s biggest,
or one of the biggest, security problems.”
The permanent 5 (P5) members of the UN Security Council
(U.S., U.K., France, China and Russia) have all admitted to
owning nuclear weapons yet the United States currently own
approximately 20 times more nuclear warheads than the United
Kingdom and France. In the traditional days of geopolitics,
these five members were left to counterbalance each other; each
strategically placing their militaries and nuclear weapons on
calculated public display to deter any unwanted actions by either
neighboring countries or other global powers. However, with the
advent of powerful non-state actors, isolationist states and religious
fundamentalism, the P5 soon found themselves in a growing
crowd of states clamoring for or holding nuclear weapons.
Four states—India, Israel, North Korea and Pakistan—who
strategically are not current members to the NPT are known
to possess nuclear weapons. Claiming its nuclear program was
for peaceful purposes, India first tested a nuclear explosive
device in 1974. That test spurred Pakistan to ramp up work on
its secret nuclear weapons program. India and Pakistan both
publicly demonstrated their nuclear weapon capabilities with a
round of tit-for-tat nuclear tests in May 1998. Strands of religious
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President John F Kennedy Address the Nation
on Cuban Missile Crisis October 22, 1962

fundamentalism run high throughout certain
areas of Pakistan and Osama bin Laden
is largely thought to have received some
form of support from the official Pakistani
establishment allowing him to live undetected
for so long in the heart of a military city. Yet,
since Pakistan is considered a crucial ally in
the War on Terror, the United States has and
continues to turn a blind eye to Pakistan’s
nuclear weapons program. While the U.S.
does not currently directly fund Pakistan’s
nuclear program, Pakistan has received
approximately $20 billion since 2001 from
the United States with much of the funds
destined for Pakistan’s military, allowing the
government to thereby focus more of its own
money on the nuclear weapons program.
In the case of Israel, its arsenal of nuclear
weapons is the only stockpile of nuclear
warheads in the Middle East. Many argue that
it is precisely Israel’s supply of weapons that
causes other neighboring countries to actively
look towards creating a rival stockpile of
nuclear weapons to counterbalance the small
yet extremely militarily powerful country.
While they were not considered to have gone
public with their program, Syria, according to
US officials, was in the process of developing
nuclear weapons in the north-east of the
country in a reactor modeled on one in North

THE CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS WAS, AND STILL
REMAINS, THE CLOSEST THAT THE WORLD HAS
BEEN TO A NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST. YET 50 YEARS
LATER THE POLITICAL AND MILITARY FALLOUT OF
NUCLEAR WEAPONS CONTINUES TO BE HIGH
AND WHILE THE NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
TREATY (NPT) REMAINS THE BEDROCK DOCUMENT
FOR AN IDEAL FUTURE IN WHICH NO NUCLEAR
WEAPONS WILL EXIST, IT REMAINS A DISTANT DREAM
IN TODAY’S EVER UNSTABLE POLITICAL REALITY.
Korea used for stockpiling nuclear weapons
fuel. In the early fall of 2007 Israel’s military
conducted a unilateral strike on Syria’s nuclear
reactor, allegedly completely demolishing
the facility. The strike was subject to an
official news blackout in both Tel Aviv and
Washington D.C. for fears of raising tension
in the Middle East. Israel had previously
conducted a similar unilateral military strike
on an Iraqi nuclear reactor in 1981.
Upon his first trip to the EU, President
Obama reiterated the U.S. commitment
to a world free of nuclear weapons: “As
the only nuclear power to have used a
nuclear weapon, the United States has a
moral responsibility to act. We cannot
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succeed in this endeavor alone, but we
can lead it, we can start it.” The Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty is reviewed every
5 years at Review Conferences in which
member states are meant to meet and
confirm their commitments and timetables
to the three pillars of 1) non-proliferation 2)
disarmament and 3) the right to peacefully
use nuclear technology. Yet, the 2005
conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty signatories ended in spectacular
failure when no final document was
produced and not a single line of consensus
was reached on how to move forward. For
the first ten days of the conference, the US
resisted agreement on an agenda that made

any reference to past commitments. Former
UK Foreign Minister Robin Cook singled
out the Bush delegation as being the ultimate
source of the failure in the conference.
“How strange,” he wrote, “that no delegation
should have worked harder to frustrate
agreement on what needs to be done than the
representatives of George Bush.”
Yet, the Obama administration has
likewise deftly sidestepped the obligation to
treat all hopeful peaceful nuclear [energy]
countries equally by insisting upon strong
international sanctions against Iran at the
United Nations because of Iran’s allegedly
peaceful nuclear ambitions. The United
States has also imposed an almost total
economic embargo on Iran and continues
to vociferously protest that Iran’s nuclear
program is not peaceful. A January 2011 NY
Times report even alleged that American
and Israeli intelligence operatives devised
a high-tech computer worm specifically
designed to incapacitate some of the nuclear
reactors at the nuclear plant in Natanz, Iran.
The UN watchdog branch, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), has found
no evidence that Iran is pursuing a nuclear
weapon. It is important to note though that
the IAEA has been extremely frustrated at
Iran’s lack of complete cooperation and some
within the United Nations have entertained
dark suspicions as to the true intentions
of Iran’s nuclear program, but until now,
there has been no confirmed report of Iran
actively involved in creating a nuclear weapon
and the government of Iran has repeatedly
stated that they are looking to fulfill their
international right to create a peaceful
nuclear energy program. Again, the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty, of which Iran is a
signatory, allows for such low level uranium
enrichment activity to take place.
The P5 community does however have
two examples which they may follow when
trying to persuade non-“friendly” states to
voluntarily give up their nuclear weapons
aspirations: 1990 South Africa and 2003
Libya. South Africa originally developed
their nuclear strategy in the 1970s with the
intention of establishing itself as a regional
military heavyweight. By the time President
F.W. de Klerk came to power in 1989, the
Cuban interventionists in neighboring Angola
had departed, Soviet Union power was
declining in the southern Africa region and
Namibia had gained independence thereby
greatly improving South Africa’s security
situation. More importantly, de Klerk –
along with the then still incarcerated Nelson
Mandela – was looking to end apartheid and
slowly move South Africa from the pariah
state it was into global acceptance. The nuclear

weapons program was seen as one of the
major obstacles to these goals and, coupled
with massive international pressure, de Klerk
ordered the shutdown of South Africa’s
nuclear program in 1990.
The situation in Libya also followed a
similar context. Capitalizing on Libya’s desire
to no longer be seen as a “rogue nation” after
the horrific 1988 Lockerbie bombing, the U.S.
and the U.K. went into intense negotiations
with the Libyan government who was
entertaining the idea of giving up their nuclear
weapons program. Wanting to come back into
the fold of the international community Col.
Qaddafi, in 2003, made the historic decision to
scrap the country’s nuclear weapons program

and both the U.S. and U.K. hailed the decision
as a “victory for diplomacy”. Such a policy of
engagement has historically proven to be the
most sustainable form of international action.
Many have commented on how much more
tenuous the current unstable situation in Libya
today would be should Col. Qaddafi still have
had access to nuclear weapons.
This being said, it is an unfortunate truth
that nuclear weapons are and will remain
on the landscape of today’s ever-changing
geopolitical environment; an ominous
reminder of our precarious situation in today’s
world. We would do well to heed the only
successful examples of countries voluntarily
giving up their nuclear weapons program.

NK CIGAR LOUNGE

The Largest Smoking and Sports Lounge in the Southland.
Featuring Five Large Screen TVs, Pool Table, Ample Parking
and Indoor/Outdoor Seating. Serving Premium Cigars,
Beer and Wine. Special Events and Private Parties.

“Welcome to NK Cigar
Lounge... World class
ambience with community
warmth.”
Narinder Kumar
Proprietor

2803 Agoura Road
Westlake Village 91361
www.nkcigarlounge.com
www.facebook.com/nkcigar

(805) 557-1095
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26734 Latigo Shore
3BED /2BATH , FOR SALE AT $6,950,000 OR LEASE LONG TERM AT $22,500

Old Malibu style blends with the new, creating an open flow between indoor and outdoor
living areas stretching out beyond the home itself with its amazing wrap around ipe deck.
This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home sits perfectly at one of Malibu’s Best Surf Breaks! Enjoy surfing, paddle boarding, kayaking and exploring the beach below.
ALL HOME FURNISHINGS PROVIDED BY MALIBU MARKET AND DESIGN
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Master Bedroom Suite

View from deck into living room

Homeandhearth

26734 Latigo Shore
3BED /2BATH, FOR SALE AT $6,950,000 OR LEASE LONG TERM AT $22,500
For more information about these properties or any other property-related question,
contact Eytan Levin at 310.456.8026 eytan@levingroupestates.com
www.levingroupestates.com
ALL HOME FURNISHINGS PROVIDED BY MALIBU MARKET AND DESIGN

Kitchen
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Entry into living area and kitchen

Master Bedroom
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25438 Malibu Rd
4BED /3.5 BATH, FOR SALE $13,995,000

This is the epitome of “The Malibu Life Style”….. With its seamless transitions, you
get a sense of calming and peace as you move from room to room. This meticulous
home offers an open floor plan that maximizes the spectacular views. The Sandpiper’s expansive master suite, with a 40 foot wall of glass, showcases some of the best
sunsets Malibu has to offer.
Master Bathroom

For more information about these properties or any other property-related
question, contact Eytan Levin at 310.456.8026 eytan@levingroupestates.com
www.levingroupestates.com
ALL HOME FURNISHINGS PROVIDED BY MALIBU MARKET AND DESIGN

A world class, 16,000 square foot French
Manor with professionally landscaped
grounds that boast an infinity pool, tennis
court, massive manicured lawns and gardens

Homeandhearth

Jordan Cohen Estates
www.jordancohen.com

Jordan Cohen has earned numerous awards in Real Estate including that of Number 1 Remax agent in California out of
10,000 Realtors. He was also number 3 in the U.S. out of over 100,000 Realtors. In June 2011 Jordan was able to break the
company record by selling 8 properties with a dollar volume in excess of $45,000,000. He’s represented over 40 professional
athletes and numerous high-profile actors and entertainers - in their residential real estate sales. An expert in the industry,
Jordan Cohen specializes in high-end Estates in Southern California.

2500 White Stallion Rd.,Thousand Oaks, CA
$19,995,000 www.WhiteStallionEstate.com
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Set behind private gates in prestigious gated
White Stallion Ranch is this 16,000 square foot
French Manor on over 20 usable acres

No expense has been spared to create this one-of-a-kind estate.
French limestone fountains and patios all built to take advantage
of the total privacy and breathtaking, unobstructed views

Homeandhearth
Hidden Valley’s Premier Estate. A true world class Masterpiece unmatched in Southern
California . Set behind private gates in prestigious gated White Stallion Ranch is this 16,000
square foot French Manor on over 20 usable acres. No expense has been spared to create this
one-of-a-kind estate. Among the many interior attributes are a state-of-the-art theater, wine
tasting room, 3600 square foot grand master suite with his and hers baths, dramatic double
island kitchen, gym, separate guest quarters and designer interior appointments that must
be seen to be appreciated. The 100% professionally landscaped grounds boast an infinity
pool, tennis court, massive manicured lawns and gardens, French limestone fountains and
patios, and much more, all built to take advantage of the total privacy and breathtaking
unobstructed views. This property was created to satisfy the most discriminating buyer.

State of the art Theater

Among the many interior attributes are
this magnificent living room with
unobstructed, breath-taking views
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Authentic Italian Villa, Calabasas, CA $3,999,950 www.VillaFresas.com

Exquisite Calabasas Italian Villa. A true designer perfect showplace! One of the absolute premier estates in the prestigious guard-gated
community, The Oaks. RARE totally private nearly 3/4 acre lot with sensational views. A magical and unique setting. Among the home’s
many attributes are stone and hard-wood flooring, designer window treatments, beautifully carved wood built-ins, sound system, unique
moldings, 4 fireplaces and soaring ceilings with custom lighting. The magnificent kitchen opens gracefully to the family room. The estate
also boasts a loft/library, bonus/game room, master suite with private
For further information, contact:
office/sitting area and a separate office/guest suite. Homeowners have
Jordan Cohen
left no stone unturned with this property and botanic landscaped
Estates Director/Top Company Producer
gardens. The grounds are enhanced by an outdoor living room with
Remax Olson & Associates
www.jordancohen.com
soaring wood ceilings, fountains, statues, rose garden, putting green,
818.435.5220
spectacular pool/spa, sports court/basketball area and so much more!

Exquisite Calabasas Italian Villa. A true designer perfect showplace
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The grounds are enhanced by fountains, statues, rose garden, spectacular pool & spa,
sports court basketball area and so much more

Stone and hard-wood flooring, designer window treatments, beautifully carved wood builtins, sound system, unique moldings, 4 fireplaces and soaring ceilings with custom lighting
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The Art of Making Unexpected
Course Adjustments

C

Doug De Groote, MBA, CFP®
an you imagine taking
off in a plane without a
flight plan? Why would
you try to map out your
retirement without a
wealth plan? When a pilot
takes off with a plane full of passengers, he
always has a flight plan and a course he is
setting. He also has a plan for almost every
unexpected surprise he might encounter,
from a sudden drop in air pressure, to a
bird flying into one of the engines. Having
a disciplined decision-making process
for appropriate course corrections is the
reason most of us get to our destinations
safely, though not always on time.

Similarly, every one of us has a
perspective about the way we think
our financial lives will unfold, with
destinations and waypoints we imagine
in our ideal financial life. However,
unlike that well-prepared pilot,
most of us seldom prepare for the
unexpected surprises we will most
assuredly encounter along the way.
(see chart to right)
In order to maximize our financial
lives we must have a disciplined process
for thinking about course adjustments
that should take place when the
unexpected happens.
As we have discussed in the past, there
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are three elements necessary to drive the
best possible outcome, which is what we
all strive for in our financial lives:
1. Complete Information: A current
reflection of what you want to

Moneysmart
accomplish financially and an accurate
reflection of your resources
2. Objective Analysis: A fair reflection of
the tradeoffs you need to make in order
to accomplish as much as you can given
your level of resources
3. Deliberate Action: A clear roadmap
with specific steps that will help you to
optimize your financial life.

Many Americans often feel immense
stress when thinking about their financial
lives, especially when an unexpected
event takes place. This stress and its
accompanying emotions combine to
cause bad decisions particularly because
so few individuals have a systematic
method for thinking about financial
decisions.
Like the pilot, having a systematic
procedure to make prudent course
adjustments is the key to feeling genuine
peace of mind and a sense of lasting
financial control.
COURSE ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE
GLOBAL ECONOMY
Course adjustments are exactly what
we as a nation, and many countries
throughout the world are confronted with
right now. Many of us have made course
corrections over the past few years, but our
government is clearly at an inflection point.
The decisions the government makes will
have serious implications for all of us.
Many countries are being forced to
realign their spending and standard of
living with financial reality. However, the
course adjustments required are not the
same for every country. On one hand,
there is Greece, the subprime borrower
that has been living in the proverbial
“brand new house on the hill”, and whose
lifestyle and livelihood are far extended
beyond its financial means. On the other

hand, there is Germany, the fiscallyresponsible neighbor, who through
discipline and planning has remained
financially sound. The United States falls
somewhere in between these two, as it
faces a necessary change of course from
a decade of financial carelessness, both
from the public and private sector.
The financial change of course for
the U.S. has moved to center stage.
Our country’s spending and financial
responsibility is a chief concern among
voters throughout the country. The ugly
events unfolding in Greece and several
other overly indebted European nations are
a wakeup call for the necessary adjustments
needed within our own borders.
Similar to our own financial lives,
there are limited ‘control factors’ for
our government to make meaningful
adjustments. For governments, there are
two possible control levers to help make a
course correction:
1. Generate sustainable economic growth
(which ultimately generates more tax
revenues)
2. Radically reduce the level of spending
As is the case in helping our clients make
adjustments to their financial lives, the
decisions are never simple or pain free.
With the proper process and discipline
in place, the U.S. can achieve a desirable
outcome and correct its financial path.
THE UNITED STATES: MAKING THE
RIGHT COURSE CORRECTION
Our federal debt has skyrocketed over the
past decade and is estimated to remain
on trajectory to move even higher. Even

with an already burgeoning level of total
debt, our country’s financial condition
continued to deteriorate over the last year.
The government added $5.3 trillion in
new future financial obligations during
2010, largely for entitlement programs
such as Medicare and Social Security. The
U.S. has now accrued nearly $62 trillion
in total unfunded financial obligations1.
Without question, this level and
magnitude of spending cannot be
sustained. For the U.S. government,
choosing the optimal “control lever” for a
financial course correction is not without
complication. Like most financial
decisions, the best course of action for the
U.S. is not as simple as picking between
‘Choice #1’ and ‘Choice #2.’ Our country
cannot simply ignore the explosion of
debt, and hope that our economy grows
by piling on more debt via another
massive stimulus plan. A recent study
in USA today showed the amount of
government debt for every household
in the US had exceeded $500k each,
as compared to the average household
having personal debts of $118k.
Conversely, we can’t simply save our
way out of the debt morass by slashing
every facet of our national spending, as
a colossal cut in spending alone would
likely cause a collapse in the economy.
(see chart to below)
The best possible outcome for the
U.S. is a return to sustainable economic
growth, but as discussed previously,
the necessary plan to achieve such an
outcome is less than clear.
For the United States, the proper course
adjustment will require a multi-faceted

Source: USA Today, Census Bureau, Federal Reserve

1

USA Today
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plan. We know that Congress and the
White House can argue incessantly but
eventual compromise and provide a
solution wrapped in elegant wording. In
the end, though, the result will be the
same for us Americans: Lower benefits
and higher real taxes. Unless a viable
plan is put in place to grow our economy,
we should expect a lower dollar (which
is in essence a hidden tax to US families),
and a sluggish economy. If this is true
then we will all need to think about what
course corrections we will make because
the government is in essence passing on a
larger burden to each of its citizens.
Like pilots on that plane, we each will
have stronger headwinds than we might
currently have planned for: higher taxes,
higher inflation, higher future interest rates,
and lower benefits; all of these challenges
will require a systematic course correction.
TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR
COURSE ADJUSTMENTS
The financial course adjustments being
made by governments throughout the
world and in the United States will have
meaningful implications for the way we
think about our financial lives and plan

our course for the future. In order for
the U.S. to adjust its fiscal direction, there
will need to be a significant shift in the
services that our government provides for
Americans. Compared to past decades,
the government will not be able to
provide the same level of support.
We as individuals will need to be
responsible for proactively dictating
our financial course corrections and
preparing for the unexpected events
that inevitably cross our paths in life. It
is crucial that your financial plan and
course corrections incorporate a variety
of unexpected ‘What If ’ events including:
The potential for higher inflation longterm, the possibility of more frequent
economic slowdowns, and a secular
decline in the value of the U.S. dollar.
At the moment, the fiscal course
correction for the United States remains at
a standstill as our political leaders quarrel
over the unavoidable adjustments that
our country must make. All too often it
takes a crisis to spur necessary changes in
our financial matters. Painful outcomes
resulting from a crisis can typically be
averted if you have a disciplined plan
and can act in an expedient manner. The
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longer our government goes without
making a meaningful decision for fiscal
course correction, the more troubling and
challenging our possible future outcomes
become. This is true for our government’s
debt dilemma, and it is just as true for us
as individuals. It is more important now
than ever before that you remain at the
helm of your own financial life, ready
to proactively make necessary course
adjustments.
Doug De Groote
Managing Director of
Located in Westlake Village
800.984.3302 805.230.0111
http://www.unitedcapitalla.com
United Capital Financial Advisers, LLC (“United Capital”) provides advice and makes recommendations based
on the specific needs and circumstances of each client.
For clients with managed accounts, United Capital has
discretionary authority over investment decisions. Investing involves risk and clients should carefully consider
their own investment objectives and never rely on any
single chart, graph or marketing piece to make decisions.

More Aware But Less Informed
By Robert Katch

T

he media no longer merely
reports the news, they express
an opinion. Magnify that
with the proliferation in news
sources, and the general public
now hears dozens of different versions of
the major issues at hand. The noise has
become so overwhelming that most people
do not know what to do, and that generally
leads them to do nothing at all.
We all know there are problems, but we
differ on the seriousness of the problems
and what, if any, are acceptable solutions.
While I doubt that many readers of this
magazine believe that all is well with our
country’s finances, a recent national poll
indicated that about half the people in the
U.S. believe there is no debt problem. That
may be the same 51% of Americans that
pay no Federal income tax, so they may be
correct that it’s not their problem.
However, for those actually shouldering
the tax burden, the situation is going to
continue to get worse. Why? We continue

to allow our politicians to focus on the
mouse in the house (current budget deficit)
and ignore the elephant in the room
(unfunded liabilities). Our current budget
deficit of $1.4 trillion simply derives from
the fact that Americans pay $2.2 trillion in
taxes (income, payroll, corporate & estate)
and our government spends $3.6 trillion
each year. Thus, we will add another $1.4
trillion to our existing debt this year and
will be forced to raise our self-imposed
“debt ceiling” from time to time if we
continue to have budget deficits.
So, while our politicians keep our focus
on the current budget deficit problem,
they are also deflecting our attention
from the real problem that they’re afraid
to acknowledge, namely the promised
pension and health care payments (Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid),
collectively known as entitlements, which
are far greater than our economy could
ever support. Even the term “entitlement”
implies we deserve it, are entitled to receive

it, and it should not be taken away.
To see the hypocrisy in our government’s
predicament, just consider that our private
and public corporations, with future
obligations such as pension plans, are
required by our government to compute
and set aside money to provide for retirees
over their lifetimes. A healthy pension plan
should thus have no “unfunded liability” or
it could even have a surplus. However, our
government does not hold itself to a similar
standard. Its largest obligations are almost
completely unfunded and largely hidden
from our view “off balance sheet” using
Enron-esque accounting.
Even AARP, a longtime proponent of
the supposed health of our Social Security
program, has now finally and publically
admitted that Social Security needs to be
fixed. However, it is interesting to note that
they said nothing about Medicaid, which
has an unfunded liability at least six times
larger than Social Security.
Make a quick visit to USDebtClock.org
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Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) speaks to
the media next to U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner (R) after their meeting about the debt limit
on Capitol Hill in Washington July 14, 2011.

OUR COUNTRY’S DEBT DILEMMA IS MUCH LIKE
THE ORIGINS OF THE RECENT HOUSING CRISIS.
IT’S NOT MERELY ABOUT WHAT WE WANT,
BUT WHAT WE CAN TRULY AFFORD WHEN WE
UNDERSTAND HOW THE FINANCIAL MATH
REALLY WORKS OVER TIME. DEMOCRATIC
SOCIETIES FIND IT VERY DIFFICULT TO DEAL WITH
UNPLEASANT REALITIES, SO OUR CITIZENS MAY
EVENTUALLY BE SEVERELY DISAPPOINTED.
to see that our national debt is currently a
whopping $14.5 trillion, which amounts
to $129,000 per taxpayer. However,
if we start counting the unfunded
liabilities, as was done in a recent USA
Today front page article, the real debt
balloons exponentially. Its headline read
“U.S. Owes $62 Trillion” and then went
on to explain how that could even be
an unrealistically low number since it
assumes that the average life expectancy
is only 75 years old. If a mid-eighties life
expectancy is used, the future debt jumps
to over $100 trillion. And these numbers
do not even include Medicaid, which
will quickly become our government’s
largest program starting in 2014 when the
new national healthcare legislation kicks
in. With our rapidly aging population,
including Medicaid pushes unfunded
liabilities closer to $200 trillion.
All these numbers are quite large and
difficult to put into perspective. Since
most of us are used to thinking about how

much debt we have, let’s put it in those
terms. Currently, there are 82.1 million
families in the U.S., so our government’s
real debt per family would be as follows:
Debt

Per Family

$14.5 Trillion

$177,000

$62 Trillion

$755,000

$100 Trillion

$1,218,000

$200 Trillion

$2,436,000

So, how are we going to pay for all this?
The answer is we won’t, because we can’t.
The math will not work! Even if we
moved to a 100% tax on the 49% of the
population that currently pays taxes, it
wouldn’t even cover our current budget
deficit, let alone begin to pay for what
our politicians have promised. Our
country will eventually find itself in the
position where our current politicians
must break many of the biggest promises
their predecessors made over the past 50+
years.
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How will these problems be addressed?
Spending will be cut, taxes will be raised,
and inflation will be stoked. But, ultimately,
spending cuts through more realistic
“entitlement” programs are the only real
solution – there could never be enough tax
revenue to pay for all the current promises.
In the near term, however, the easiest
solution for our short-sighted politicians
is stoking inflation – it taxes wealth
and it devalues debt. It taxes wealth by
paying interest rates on U.S. debt that
are below the current rate of inflation.
Simultaneously, it devalues U.S. debt
by allowing future debt payments to be
made with less valuable money (inflation
adjusted). Further, our entitlement
programs’ unfunded liabilities will then be
reduced as inflation causes tax revenues to
increase, making them easier to fund.
Best of all, our politicians don’t have to
risk their careers through public debate to
vote for inflation. They’ve got a friend to
do the dirty work for them. The Federal
Reserve Bank’s policy of digitally creating
money and holding short-term interest
rates artificially low will allow inflation to
build as monetary velocity picks up in the
years ahead.
Our country’s debt dilemma is much like
the origins of the recent housing crisis. It’s
not merely about what we want, but what
we can truly afford when we understand
how the financial math really works over
time. Democratic societies find it very
difficult to deal with unpleasant realities,
so our citizens may eventually be severely
disappointed. While many Americans are
aware of the problems that lay ahead, most
will avoid dealing with these new financial
challenges. Higher taxes, less benefits, and
serious inflation are on the horizon. An
informed investor will begin to prepare
today in order to prosper tomorrow.
This material provided for general and educational
purposes only, and is not legal, tax or investment
advice. For each strategy or option mentioned, there
are detailed tax rules that must be followed.
Robert J. Katch is the
founder of Manchester
Financial, an Investment
Counsel/Wealth
Management firm located
in Westlake Village.
For more information call
805 495 4405

SITTING IN CASH?
We know you’re nervous about the economy. That doesn’t mean you
have to sit on the sidelines and only earn half a percent. It’s time to
take some proactive steps and make your money work harder for you.
Manchester Financial can:
• Safely earn you a higher return
• Help you keep what you earn
• Prepare for coming inflation
• Create a legacy for your loved ones
Continuing changes demand that you have an
expert to help you stay ahead of the game. Call
Manchester Financial today for a complimentary
consultation at (805) 495-4405.

Manchester Financial, Inc.
2815 Townsgate Road, Suite 100
Westlake Village, CA 91361
1-800-492-1107 • 805-495-4405
ManchesterFinancial.com
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Obesity in America, 2011

O

By Ian Armstrong, M.D.

besity has become
somewhat of a silent but
observable epidemic in
the U.S. In our health
aware, body conscious,
sometimes weightobsessed society, obesity has become
one of the most rapidly-growing health
care problems in our country. Some
estimates put the current health care
cost for obesity at around $150 billion
per year or almost 10% of our health
care budget can be attributed to costs
related to obesity and overweightrelated health care problems. Obese
people have medical costs that are
on average $1,429 more than normal

weight individuals. Other studies
claim one in three adults are severely
overweight or obese and that one in six
children could be defined as excessively
overweight or obese. From the 1980s
until now the obesity rates have
doubled among adults and doubled
among children. Alarmingly, they have
tripled among adolescents. The CDC
estimates that the rate of obesity in
the US is 26.7%. At least 2.8 million
adults die each year as a result of being
severely overweight or obese. Obesity
is one of the major contributing factors
to heart disease, cancer, diabetes
and hypertension - and yet it is also
one of the most preventable causes of
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death, and something we can control
when it comes to reducing an already
over-burdened health-care industry.
Obesity is defined using a
number of parameters. One
definition: accumulating enough
body fat to have an adverse effects
on one’s health. A broad and simple
definition is when an individual weighs
more than 20 percent or greater
than what they should weigh. (Some
clinicians use 10% over normal body
weight.) The Body Mass Index or
BMI is commonly used to classify the
overweight and obese individual. It
is defined as the person’s weight in
kilograms divided by the square of
the person’s height in meters. So the
units of this number are kg/m2. A BMI
greater than or equal to 25 is overweight
and a BMI greater than or equal to 30 is
obesity. BMI does not actually calculate

Yourhealth
body fat percentage, nor does it take
into consideration the individual with a
muscular or athletic build. So it is best
considered a rough guide.
Anyone who is more than 100
pounds overweight or who has a BMI
greater than 40 is considered morbidly
obese. Waist circumference is another
screening guide to define obesity.
Abdominal obesity has been correlated
with similar negative health effects as a
high BMI.
CAUSES OF OBESITY
The simple answer is that the individual
consumes more calories than they burn
but the broader answer is much more
complex and has its roots in cultural and
societal norms, technological patterns
and development. This may partially
account for it being an epidemic of the
21st century.
DIET
In today’s society, we are surrounded
by food. We have easy, quick access to
calories. As a society, we eat out more,
consume fast foods, and consume processed foods with larger portions. Processed pre-made meals generally contain
more calories, sugar and preservatives.
One study found that in general, restaurant foods contain more fats, sugars
and calories than the equivalent meal we
would make at home. Studies have also
indicated that just the simple number
of calories we consume per person per
day has increased by approximately 15%
since the 1960s. Easy and cheap access to
carbohydrates through sweetened drinks,
snack foods, chips , etc combined with an
on-the-go life style makes healthy eating
challenging and expensive. Obesity rates
are much higher in lower socioeconomic
groups. It is believed that lack of education, limited access to healthy food and
the time and expense necessary for
healthy eating - are contributing factors to
this finding.
LIFESTYLE
The increase in obesity rates have been
correlated with an overall decrease in
activity. We walk less and drive more.
In the ‘50s and ‘60s there was a greater
tendency for people to walk to school

or even work. Now, because of distance, safety issues and concerns, we as
a society drive everywhere. One study
indicated that in 2011, people will drive
for any event that is greater than 1/4
to 1/2 mile away. With children and
young adults, studies have found that
there is more “screen time” today than
“field time” or out-door activities. A
mechanized society has made physical activity much less of a part of our
routine daily activities.
Other causes of obesity can be
related to genetics. There are familial
patterns of metabolism that may make
one prone to obesity. Medications,
particularly psychiatric medications
coupled with the underlying psychiatric
issues can combine to make obesity
a part of the underlying medical
problem. Lack of sleep has also been
demonstrated to be linked to the
causation of weight gain and obesity.
Sleep deprivation can cause hormonal
changes that can be correlated to weight
gain and obesity.
THE MEDICAL IMPLICATIONS
OF OBESITY
The costs for the individual and our
society are great. Many obese people
have other serious associated medical
conditions such as coronary artery
disease, strokes, high blood pressure
and diabetes type two. Treating an
obese patient - medically and surgically
- is far riskier and expensive due to all
the potential complications and comorbidities. The obese patient also
suffers in another way, which is poorly
quantified but just as severe. Many obese
people are wrongly stereotyped as lazy
and gluttonous. They frequently face
discrimination at school or in the work
place. Depression is frequently associated
with obesity. Obstructive sleep apnea,
which can be fatal, is also directly related
to obesity.
The causes for the current alarming
increase in obesity are complex. These
factors include environment , family
history and genetics, individual
metabolism and biochemistry, behavior,
habits and lifestyle. However, it’s the
increase in obesity rates that are of chief
concern to the medical community - in

particular the nearly three-fold increase
in adolescent obesity rates. The fact is
that obesity is the number one most
preventable cause of death in the US
(aside from its crippling $150 billion
dollar cost to our health care system). It’s
a health care problem that we need - as a
society - to address.
The temptingly simplistic approach of
“eat less and work out more,” is a good
start but reflects an overly simplistic
interpretation of the statistics and
causation. The desire for a simple pill
or surgery that will cure this problem is
also too simplistic of an approach
(though medical solutions and surgeries
certainly can play an important part
in the overall solution). The problem
of obesity needs to be addressed at a
number of different levels. We need
to restructure our lives and our society
so that there is greater incorporation of
healthy nutrition in our work places and
homes, as well as exercise in our school
programs. We need to rethink how we
eat and what we eat. It isn’t about simple
quantities. Structuring our communities
so that there are safe, easily-accessible
bike and walking avenues and parks
- is crucially important. Access and
availability to healthy, affordable food
through programs such as community
farmers market initiatives can play a
role. In order to address the obesity
problem in the U.S. and create a healthier
society, we must start with education,
awareness and understanding. It will take
a comprehensive societal approach to deal
with this visible but silent epidemic of the
21st century.
Ian Armstrong, M.D.
Spinal Neurosurgeon
Medical Director: Southern
California Spine Institute
www.southerncaliforniaspineinstitute.com
(805) 496 1717
(310) 557 0741
Dr. Ian Armstrong is the Founder and Medical Director
of Southern California Spine Institute in Westlake Village, Los Angeles and Bakersfield. He was the Medical
Director of Neurosurgical Trauma at Century City
Hospital for over 10 years. As well as being Director
of Neurosurgical Trauma at Midway Hospital in Los
Angeles, he was also a Staff Trauma Neurosurgeon at
Cedars-Sinai Hospital – where he was involved with
teaching the Surgical Residents.
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Yourhealth
Ultherapy—the non-surgical facelift
By Anna D. Guanche, M.D.

PRE-NECK

POST-NECK

U

ltherapy™ is a non-surgical, non-invasive procedure that uses focused
ultrasound energy to lift
and tighten sagging skin
on the face and neck
due to gravity (aging). The procedure
regenerates the body’s own natural collagen, which in turn results in a firming
and tightening of the skin over time.
Ultherapy™ is a 30 to 90 minute procedure that allows us to target deep layers
of tissue beneath the skin just as with
a surgical facelift, however, without
compromising the skin’s surface.
Targeted ultrasound technology is

PRE-NECK

POST-NECK

used to tighten the deeper tissues of the
face by contracting the collagen network and sending signals to the body
to produce more. Yes, it is the same
ultrasound that we use to check on our
babies, but the sound waves are specifically converged onto the deep aspect of
the skin. Areas where there is a loss of
tone, such as the brows or jawline and
neck areas are lifted. New areas being
explored with this device include the
arms, thighs, abdomen—even the breast!
Results are both immediate and longterm, providing patients with instant
gratification but with an expectation of
more improvement that could last up
to two years. Forty thousand
individuals were included in the
FDA studies. They reported a
ninety-plus percent satisfaction
rate with the procedure. Patients
enjoyed a renewed, refreshed
look. In fact, this is the only device to date that has an indication
for “skin tightening” from the
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FDA. No significant adverse effects were
reported in the studies. Symptoms experienced were pinprick-like stings during
the procedure, and aching and tingling in
treated areas with rare cases of transient
bruising afterward. This is considered a
‘no downtime’ or ‘lunchtime’ procedure.
Ideal candidates for this “lunchtime”
procedure are patients with mild to
moderately loose skin. Current treatments address forehead, mid-face,
lower face, and neck. Patients will see
gradual results within a 2-3 month
timeframe as the body naturally rebuilds collagen in the skin.
Anna D. Guanche, MD,
FAAD
Fellow – American Board
of Dermatology
Bella Skin Institute
23622 Calabasas Rd.
Suite 339
Calabasas, CA 91302
818. 225. 0117
www.bellaskininstitute.com

PortraitsofGlamor
PortraitsofGlamor

The Summer Wedding
of Prince Albert and
Princess Charlene

T

Exchanging of the rings

he wealthy, sovereign principality of Monaco on the French
Riviera is situated on the Côte d’Azur between Cap d’Ail and
Menton, just a few miles from the Italian Riviera. It has long
been the playground of the international jet set who arrive for
the famous Monte Carlo Grand Prix as well as for the chic
neighboring Cannes Film Festival. Visitors bask on yachts or they
might stay at the Majestic Barriere, Hotel Palais de Stephanie, or the Hotel
Martinez in Cannes. Monaco has its own government and the head of state is His Highness Prince Albert, the eldest son of the late
Princess Grace (Grace Kelly) and Prince Rainier lll. The principality’s wealth is derived from its legion of billionaires who are happy
to inject their wealth into a beautiful place that is - to some extent - a tax haven.
The House of Grimaldi is a dynasty that has run the enclave for seven centuries and the family is as famous for its glamorous
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There she is in Armani Prive, escorted by
her father Michael Kenneth Wittstock

Charlene Wittstock

Georgio Armani
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lifestyle as it is for its heartaches. Grace Kelly, America’s screen
goddess, who left behind a flourishing acting career to marry Prince
Rainier, was killed in a tragic car accident in 1982 on one of Monte
Carlo’s hairpin bends. Her youngest daughter, Stephanie, was in the
car with her at the time of her death. Shortly afterwards, older sister
Caroline lost her second husband in a speed-boat crash. The family
appeared to dissolve into disarray following Grace’s death. Princess
Stephanie, in particular, made some questionable choices in what
appeared to be an anguished love life (marrying and divorcing her
bodyguard before marrying and divorcing a trapeze artist), and
Prince Albert lived a jet-set lifestyle with little signs of ever marrying
in order to produce the heir that the principality’s succession line
needed. Fiercely proud of their independence, the last thing the 30,000
Monégasques want is to be handed back to France. Until recently
when Monaco amended its laws on succession - the fear was that if the
now 53-year-old Prince Albert didn’t produce a legitimate heir within
wedlock - the principality’s future was in jeopardy. Prince Albert’s two
children out of wedlock do not count in the succession line.
CHARLENE WITTSTOCK
Charlene Wittstock, a beautiful, Zimbabwean-born, South African
Olympic swimmer caught Prince Albert’s eye at the 2000 Sydney
Olympic Games where she represented South Africa in the women’s
4X 100 m medley. The couple officially met when Charlene was
visiting Monaco for a swimming competition that year. “It was
incredibly flattering,” Charlene recalls. “After seeing me swim,
Albert asked my management for permission to take me out. We
spent the whole evening laughing and talking.” They made their
debut as a couple at the opening ceremonies of the 2006 Olympic
Games in Turin, Italy. At long last the Monégasques breathed a
sigh of relief as Prince Albert appeared to be ending his notorious
bachelor days.

THE MOST GLAMOROUS WEDDING OF THE YEAR
After celebrating her bachelorette party in New York with Demi
Moore, Ashton Kutcher and Harvey Weinstein reportedly in attendance, Charlene prepared for her July wedding in Monaco. The
French Riviera lit up in more ways than usual as Georgio Armani
designed Charlene’s stunningly-elegant wedding dress, and the marriage between His Royal Highness, Prince Albert to the newly-titled
Princess Charlene of Monaco, sealed itself as one of this century’s
most glamorous occasions. There was a partial resemblance between
Princess Charlene and Princess Grace in the classical blonde chignon
that the bride wore. As the couple slipped onto each other’s fingers the
18-carat white gold Cartier rings, Albert - in a white military uniform shot Charlene a wink while she cracked a broad, sincere smile.
The newlyweds received cheers of joy as they drove through
the streets of Monaco - flaunting their eco credentials in a luxury,
electric Lexus. The much-anticipated wedding was, however, not
without some drama. Reports in a French newspaper revealed that
Charlene Wittstock had tried to flee the principality and return to
her home of South Africa - just days before the nuptials - amidst
possible rumors of a third child that Albert might have fathered
on the QT. The palace denied the rumors and the wedding took
place a few days later as planned with a bride whose beauty transcended whatever people might have construed. The people of
Monaco rejoiced and celebrated the couple’s marriage with white
rose petals showering their path. Later on, a spectacular fireworks
display lit up the coastline in the night.
Actor Roger Moore, a longtime Monaco resident and a former
James Bond, lent a touch of secret agent glamor to the wedding.
Naomi Campbell attended before jetting off to friend Kate Moss’s
wedding, and Victoria’s Secret supermodel, Karoline Kurkova had
the camera flashlights popping. Royal guests included the kings of
Sweden and Belgium.

Fireworks light the sky over
the Monte Carlo Casino after
the gala dinner to celebrate the
wedding of Prince Albert II to
Charlene Wittstock

King Carl XVl Gustaf of Sweden &
Princess Astrid of Belgium

Princess Madeleine and
Prince Carl Philip of Sweden

Naomi Campbell and her boyfriend Russian
property mogul Vladimir Doronin

Princess Grace’s granddaughter,
Charlotte Casiraghi

Prince Willem Alexander of the Netherlands
& Princess Maxima of the Netherlands

Sean & Gareth Wittstock,
brothers of the bride

Princess Mary of Denmark &
Prince Philippe of Belgium

Princess & Prince Michael of Kent

Princess Caroline of Hanover &
Princess Alexandra of Hanover

H.R.H. Princess Madeleine of Sweden
& Prince Carl Philip of Sweden

Crown Princess Victoria of Sweden &
husband Prince Daniel

Princess Maxima of the Netherlands & Alois
Philipp Maria, Hereditary Prince of Liechtenstein
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Localscapes

THE VENETIAN
& THE PALAZZO
LAS VEGAS

The Venetian Resort Hotel Casino in Las Vegas opened in 1999 and its sister resort, The Palazzo Las Vegas,
opened recently in 2008. Located on the main Las Vegas Strip, these two luxury resorts have beautifully
recreated the famous Italian city of Venice - with its romantic, winding canals, gondoliers, arched bridges,
soaring architecture, and rich Italian history. These world-class resort destinations are the first IHG alliance
resorts in Las Vegas. IHG’s 52 million Priority Cub members can earn and redeem points when staying at
one of the hotel group’s 4,500 properties worldwide - including The Venetian and The Palazzo.

Grand Canal Shopper at The Venetian
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The Venetian Interior
The Venetian Luxury Suite

The Venetian has long been heralded by Conde Nast-Traveler as ‘One
of the Best Places to Stay in the World.’ It has received numerous
accolades including the Five Diamond ratting from AAA, a Four Star
rating from Forbes Travel Guide and the highly-coveted Gold Key
‘Elite’ and Gold Platter ‘Elite’ awards by Meetings and Conventions
magazine. The Palazzo has been ranked as one of the Top 25 Hotels
in the Continental U.S. and Canada Travel + Leisure’s ‘World’s Best
Awards’ for two consecutive years. It’s also achieved the AAA FiveDiamond and Forbes Four-Star Awards.
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Venetian has 4,027 all-suite accommodations while its new
upmarket sister, The Palazzo has 3,066 palatial suites, each specifically fashioned for convenience and comfort. They range from
the 720-square-foot luxury suite - nearly two times larger than the
standard Las Vegas hotel room - to the 8,000 + square-foot Presidential and Chairman suites with private terraces and outdoor plunging pools. The suites are distinctly modern European designs with
contemporary touches and first-rate amenities. Guests at The Palazzo
have the option to upgrade to the exclusive Prestige concierge level –
with pillow and bath menus and 24/7 concierge service.
WORLD-CLASS DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
Both The Venetian and The Palazzo offer a culinary heaven- from ultra
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Localscapes
sophisticated fine-dining to casual ambiences.
There’s also a wide variety from which to choose from Sushi to Steak - to Italian to French. Amongst
the many choices at The Venetian are Aquaknox;
B&B Ristorante, Bouchon, Canaletto & Tao Asian
Bistro. At The Palazzo you will find mouth-watering cuisine at Carnevino, Cut, Lavo, Morel’s French
Steakhouse, and Sushisambo - to name just a few.

The Palazzo waterfall

GAMING
The Venetian boasts a 120,000-square-foot casino
with marble floors, colorful hand-painted frescoes and plush furnishings. The Palazzo offers
a luxurious 105,000-square-foot casino. What’s
special about these two casinos is that people
dress appropriately and treat it like the glamorous
place of distinction that is.
ENTERTAINMENT
Phantom - The Las Vegas Spectacular: Andrew Lloyd Webber’s ‘Phantom - The Las Vegas Spectacular’ is one of The Strip’s most popular hits
with critics and audiences alike, haunting The Venetian in a thrilling
production. In the magnificent custom-built theatre, ‘Phantom - The Las
Vegas Spectacular’ is a 95-minute thrilling production directed by 20-

time Tony Award-winner Harold Prince. Jersey
Boys at The Palazzo is another smash hit that you
won’t want to miss.
SHOPPING
The Grand Canal Shoppes is a luxurious
500,000-square-foot indoor shopping center
nestled within The Venetian (with a quarter
mile Grand Canal with authentic gondola rides)
and connected via pedestrian walkways to The
Palazzo and The Shoppes at The Palazzo. It’s an
unparalleled luxury retail environment.
4 GREAT REASONS TO VISIT THE VENETIAN
OR THE PALAZZO:
• Air fares to Vegas are incredibly reasonable.
Check out the great offers online
• This is the Entertainment Capital of the
World. People travel 10,000 miles to see the topquality shows in Vegas
• Experience Venice, Italy close to home at a fraction of the cost and
with ten times the level of luxury
• You don’t need to hire cars or embark on a complicated vacation.
Everything you need is right there in The Venetian and The Palazzo.

Palazzo Guestroom

Travelscapes

ENGLAND AND
IRELAND’S PEACEFUL
GREEN PASTURES
The famous English poet, William Blake, lived in London and the English countryside his whole life.
One of his poems, which is studied all over the world, reads like this: ‘And did those feet in ancient time,
Walk upon England’s mountains green; On England’s pleasant pastures seen.’ Blake derived much
humanitarian pleasure from the English countryside and when you visit the United Kingdom - which is
made up of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales - you’ll realize why he was moved to write about it.
There’s a serene gentleness about the United Kingdom that you won’t find anywhere else in the world.
Steeped in thousands of years of rich history, the UK is fascinating architecturally, culturally and socially.
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One of the fascinations is the fact that it was Britain that
completely led the Industrial Revolution in the late 1700s, and
the rest of Europe didn’t catch on until much later. Yet despite
its industrial advancement, there’s a feeling of going back into
another time zone when you land in England and Ireland...
where the old-fashioned bakery still operates on the corner like it has for thousands of years. There’s the distinctive, quaint
charm of villages with ancient little cottages, cobbled stone walks,
little stores and personal service. And even in the metropolis
of London, you’ll still find that quaint, polite charm which is so
distinctly English. It also helps that you speak the same language
as the Brits.
ENGLAND’S CAPITAL: LONDON
Although the city of London is fast-paced with highly-efficient
subway systems (known as the ‘tubes’ with the famous ‘Mind the
Gap’ slogan) that run underground and overland, the historical
facets of each section of London are fascinating. If you’re looking
for posh shopping and famous sight-seeing, then Kensington and
Sloane Square are where you want to hang out and enjoy a scone.
If you’re lucky, you might even catch a glimpse of Pippa Middleton enjoying a latté in the vicinity. Famous department stores like
Harrods are within a stone’s throw of this area. Jump in one of
those cute little black London taxis or take the red double-decker
London bus and you’ll notice the distinct, intact characteristics of

Westminster Abbey,
London, UK - where Prince
William and Catherine
Middleton were married in
April 2011

different areas. For instance, Primrose Hill or Nottinghill have
beautiful pastel-colored Georgian architectural houses. It’s about
as far removed from artificial steel skyscrapers as you can imagine.
Oh...and did I mention that British dogs are well behaved? Yes...
even they are civilized...Take a stroll through lush green Regents
Park or Hampstead Heath - which is only a few miles north of
central London - and enjoy over 800 acres of sweeping meadows.
magical glades, mysterious crannies, ancient woodlands and
gentle ponds with water lilies. The famous must-sees are of course
Trafalgar Square and the changing of the guards at Buckingham
Palace where Queen Elizabeth ll resides. Prince William and
Duchess Catherine also stay at Buckingham Palace when they are
St Paul’s cathedral
in London

ALTHOUGH THE CITY OF
LONDON IS FAST-PACED
WITH HIGHLY-EFFICIENT
SUBWAY SYSTEMS
(KNOWN AS THE ‘TUBES’
WITH THE FAMOUS ‘MIND
THE GAP’ SLOGAN) THAT
RUN UNDERGROUND AND
OVERLAND, THE HISTORICAL
FACETS OF EACH SECTION OF
LONDON ARE FASCINATING.

Big Ben and Westminster
Abbey on Thames River in
London, England
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in London. Big Ben, Westminster Abbey (where Prince William
and Duchess Catherine were recently married), St. Paul’s Cathedral and the Houses of Parliament along the River Thames are
also part of the London cultural experience. What I enjoy so much
about London is that it feels like the center of the world.
ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE
The stately architecture and scenic grounds of Oxford University
are unique reminders of the history of this famous institution.
Take an afternoon to savor the historic atmosphere by walking
around this world-famous campus. The city of Oxford is the eastern gateway to the Cotswolds, an area that displays rural England
at its best. Known for its green hills and slow flowing streams, the
Cotswolds offer beautiful scenery and quaint, rustic villages that
are impeccably maintained. Classic cities such as Bath (known
for its famous Roman Baths in Bath Abbey) and Cheltenham
are the major centers in the area, but the sleepy villages such as
Woodstock and Winchcombe are perfect if you wish to unwind.
The Lake District, in England’s Northwest, is one of the most
beautiful areas of the United Kingdom. A bucolic combination of
hills, mountains and lakes makes for great hiking, horse riding,
kayaking and other outdoor experiences. There are numerous
paths and attractions to navigate in the Lake District. England’s
other famous university town, Cambridge, has dramatic archi-

Irish countryside

tecture and a wonderful sense of history. Canterbury Cathedral,
sitting brilliantly on its plain, is also well worth a visit
IRELAND
Ireland is known worldwide for its beautiful traditions and amusing lore, and although popular destinations like Dublin, Shannon
and Blarney are favorites of new and past travelers, Ireland has so
much to offer.
It’s highly advisable to book your visit through experts like
FROSCH Classic Travel & Cruise because they can tailor-make
a trip that suits your group. For instance, if you’re a ‘fit’ traveler,
then it’s so much more fun to see the manors, castles and countryside by biking - for instance - and exercising from village to
Buckingham
Palace in
London

Cliffs of Moher at sunset

London at twilight. London eye,
County Hall, Westminster Bridge,
Big Ben and Houses of Parliament

village. However, if relaxing and being leisurely is more your style,
then there’s the option of doing a luxury coach ride - where you
visit Dublin, Waterford, Killarney, Galway, the Cliffs of Moher,
the spectacular Ring of Kerry and beautiful Kylemore Abbey built in 1868. You may even decide to stay at a castle like Dromoland Castle - for a really authentic experience.
4 GREAT REASONS TO VISIT ENGLAND AND IRELAND:
These two ancient kingdoms are steeped in thousands of years
of rich history and culture. England and Ireland are not only
beautiful and lush - but quaint and charming too. 2012 will also
be the celebration of Queen Elizabeth’s 60th year on the throne so
it’s an historic time to visit

The 2012 London Olympics is sure to be one of the best Olympic
experiences with the Beatles legend Paul McCartney rumored to
be performing at the Opening Ceremonies
All the locations in England and Ireland are easily accessible
within relatively short distances
If a gentler pace with cooler weather, green scenery, cobbled
stone villages and tudor-style cottages sounds like your idea of
bliss, then this is your kind of trip
Brendan Vacations is a leading US tour operator offering a
distinctive selection of Escorted, Independent, Locally Hosted

and Group travel options. The Company’s motto, “Taking You
Personally” is more than just a slogan. It is the way how all of its
travelers are treated. Brendan Vacations was founded over 40
years ago on the Irish traditions of affability and an indomitable
spirit. Since then, the Tour Operator has been helping people
plan, book and enjoy the vacation of their dreams
To book your England , Ireland , or Scotland vacation call Starr
Levey at FROSCH Classic Cruise and Travel 800-688-8500 or
818-936-2000
FROSCH Classic Cruise and Travel
5850 Canoga Ave, Suite 550,
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
www.froschclassic.com
www.luxurycruiseexperts.com
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Custom Furniture
18th Century Reproductions of English & French Country Furniture
with Distressed & Hand-painted Finishes.
Fine Accessories and Gifts.
2 2 7 1 5 V e n t u r a B lV d , W o o d l a n d H i l l s , C a l i F o r n i a 8 1 8 2 2 4 . 8 0 2 4

THE ALL-NEW 2012 VOLVO S60
Best-in-class 0–60.

And it’s not from Germany.

Best-in-class fuel efficiency at 30 MPG.
And it’s not from Japan.

Best-in-class coverage plan.

And it’s definitely not from Germany or Japan.
T H E V O LV O S 6 0
S TA R T I N G AT:

$

30,975

*

Coverage plan includes brakes, rotors and wiper blades.

*Base MSRP. Excludes $875 destination charge, tax, title and DMV fees. See dealer for details.

VOLVO OF CALABASAS
www.VolvoofCalabasas.com 818-577-2500
24400 Calabasas Road . Calabasas, CA 91302

